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THE CQ\JCEPT OF MAYA IN THE SAMKARITE ADVAITA VEDANTA 

I. Some Preliminary Observations about Advaita View of .Maia 

with special reference to Gaudapada • 
• 

, . 
Gaudapada, the teachers' teacher of Samkara recovered the 

• 
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creed of Advaita from the Vedas. 1 It is not needless to say that 

he revived the monistic tendencies of the Upanisads and exposed 
• 

them .in a very systematic manner. In his Mandu.kya~.lGri.ki which . . , 
is otherwise known as Agama Sastra or Gaudapida Karika , he did 

• 
~ . 

not refer to any other writer of the monistic schoolo Samkara 

admits the credit of Gaudapada, but not of Badrayana, in recover-. 
ing the non-dualistic ( advaita ) creed from the Vedas. He expre

ssed his regards to Gaudapada at the conclusion of his commentary 
• 

on Gaudapada's Kariki o2 
0 

- - ~ . 1o Gaudapada was said to be the teacher of Govindapada and Samkara . - _, . 
was recognised as the direct disciple of Govindapada. Samkara 1 s 
student Suresvara also refers to Gaudapada as the 11 revered 

• 
Gaud a " in Naiskarmyasiddhi by saying, " Evam Gaud air Dravidair o ah . - . ,. . . . . . 
pujaniyair arthah prabhasitah o11 Samkara was influenced by 
• • • 0 

Gaudapada's great wisdomo Dro SoNo Dasgupta thinks thattin order 
• 

to~ble to teach Samkara , Gaudapada must have been living till 
~ . 

at least 800 A.D.~ 
One may see in this respect, A History of Indian Philosophy 
( Motilal Banarsidass, 1975 ) , Po 423o 

2o ·Samkarabhasya on Gaudapada-Karika ( Tro Durgacaran Samkhya

Vedanta-Ti~tha ; Cal~utta Deb Sahitya Kuthir , 1355 BoS. ) p. 296o 
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, . 
Naturally any philosophical enterprise of Samkara's Advaitism 

would presuppose its historical inheritance of Gaudapada 1 s Advaitic 
• 

expositions of the Vedic-Upanisadic philosophical aspects. It is 
• 

indeed true that the growing spirit of mankind expresses itself 

through voices of philosophers and thinkers of all ages. As a genius 

with austere intellectualism, logical sublimity and relative freedom 
, . 

from theological obsessions, Samkara seizes the opportunity of the 

hour and gives voice to the inarticulate Advaitic yearnings of ~he 

Vedas and Upanisads that for the first time receives the nurshing 
• 

aid of labour room in the hands of Gaudapada • It can not, howeverP . -

be denied that Gaudapada inherits many things from his earlier Budd~ 
0 

hist philosophical literature particularly of Nagarjuna•s twofold 
, . 

distinction of truth. Samkara on the other hand, emphasises on one 

of the fundamental tenets of Gaudapada 1 s philosophy that the exact . ' 

relation between the Atman and the world is inexplicable ( maya)and 

develops his own interpretation of Advaitic literature with far rea-

ching consequences to meet the challanges of the day he faces as a 

creative thinker_. That is why, the following paragraphs will repre

sent the fundamental tenets of Gaudapada 1 s philosophy as an introduc-
• 

, 0 

tory to Samkara 1 s approach to the problem of maya o 

Gaudapada was a man of that time when Buddhism had been widely . 
prevalento Naturally his thoughts and ideas were enrichea and nuri-

" shed by all the great Buddhist teachers like Asvaghosa , Nagarjuna, 
0 

Asanga and Vasubandhu o His Karika refers to the Yogacara views and 

mentions the name of Buddha more than onceo 3 

3 0 Ibid, 4.19. 
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Gaudapada carries the non-relational teaching of Nagarjunao 
• 

He was the first practical advocate of Idealism who stated that 

the awaking state and the dream state are in fact oneo He denies 

that there is any creation at allo As an extreme non-dualist he 

admits only the reality of the non-dual and birthless Atman. And 

in course of his philosophical scruitiny , Gaudapada faces the 
• 

problem of proper explanation of the exact-relation between the 

Atman ( Reality ) and jagat ( the w~rld)o And it is precisely here 

he brings the word'maya'. However it is also true that a thorough 

going careful study of Gaudapada-Karika reveals that the author 
• 

was not very strict in using the word maya. He uses the word maya 

at least in three senses - that is to indicate (a} the inexplica

bility of human understanding of the relation between the Atman and 

the universe, (b) maya. as the power of God { Isvara ) and (c) the 

apparent dreamlike nature of the universe. In view of this for under

standing Gaudapada' s application of maya we must investigate the 
• 

nature of his idealismo 

In the first chapter of his Kari~a he explains three apparent 

manifestation of the self - (i) the self as experiencer of external 

world in its awaking state ( ii) the s elf as the experi encer of dream 

state and (iii) the self as the experiencer in deep sleepo In other 

words, the unborn non-dual Absolute for Gaudapada, manifests itself 
• 

in the macrocosm and the microcosm, the awaker,the dreamer and the 

-sleepero They all meet and disappear in the Turiya or the Fourth 

with which Gaudapada identifies the Atman or Brahman • 
• 

Gaudapada carries such kind of idealism that declares that 
• 

both the dream state and the awaking state are unreal on account of 

this fact that both of them are but illusory creation of the selfo 
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In the dream state the things are witnessed internallyo Similarly 

when we are awake the things that we perceive are also equally 

false from the fact that they are within. The external objects like 

the dream or a mirage are unreal and .imagined by our mindo 

To refute the reality of the world Gau9apada agrees with the 
.,.,._ .. 

Vijnanavadins. He says that the world cannot exist independently 

and outside of consciousness which is the only Reality. The ordinary 

people accept world's existence, because worldly things are percei

ved and they have practical utilityo But, Gau9ap'ada argues, from the 

ultimate- standpoint, perception and practical utilisation are invalid;\ 

because we perceive both a magical elephant and dream objects and 

enjoy their utility. 

-In Turiya there is neither sleep nor dreamo In dream we know 

otherwise and in deep sleep the seed of ignorance is present, though 

the duality is absent. When both of these states sleep and the posi

tive wrong knowledge are transcended, the Turiya is reacheda When 

the individual self is awakened from the beginningless ignorance, 

the sleepless, the dreamless, the Unborn Non-dual Absolute will be 

realised. 

The funddmental doctrine of Gaudapada's philosophy is the doc

trine of Non-origination ( Ajativada ) which means that the world 

being only an appearance is in fact never created ; it implies, on 

the otherhand, that the Absolute being self-existent is unborn (aja)o 

Gaudap~da refutes all the present theories regarding the creation of . 
the universe in a dialectical form which reminds us Nagarjuna and 

establishes the view that non-origination is the highest truth, all 
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that is real is the non-dual Brahman who has no-origination., 4 The 

Non-dual appears as dual only on account of illusion that takes 

place on account of ignoranceD Our discursive intellect being ess

entially relational involves itself insoluble contradictions and 

thus cannat reveal the nature of realityD 

In the third chapter of his karika Gaudapada describes the 
• 

appearance as dreams and maya ( magic )o All birth and death, ori

gination and destruction, coming and going surrounding our lives 

are falsely imposed upon the truth which is immortal. The cause and 

and effect are interdependent ; without one the other remains mean-

inglessD Everything that appears as distinct and manifests outside 

is an imaginary production in association with the sense faculties. 

In dream the mind owing to illusion moves with the appearance of the 

subject and object. Similarly, in the awaking state owing to illusion 

or maya the mind moves with the appearance of.the two. This duality 

is perceived by the mindo There is no production at all. All prodt.e

tion is falsely imposed upon consciousnesso Duality is like a magical 

or illusory elephant ( mayahasti ) • As the movement of burning charc

oal is perceived as straight or curved, similarly the movement of 

4. In his kariK[ he refutes all the theories of causation or creationo 
He rejects the theories of two classes of disputants who hold that 

it is the existent that originates and who says that which origi
nates is the non-existento He argues that which is already exis
tent cannot originate and that which is non-existent does not come 
into being. He says disputing.thus,the followers of advaya assert 

absolute non-being ( aHiti ) o - The karika reads thus : 

BhUtam na jayate kincidabhutam naiva jayate I 
Vivadantohdvaya hyevamajatim khyapayanti .te I I • 
- 4.,11~.4. 
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consciousness appears as the subject and objecto In reality the 

appearances are not real. They are produced from an imaginary 

relative point of view only, and therefore the:s·e things are after 

all not a real existenceo They are all like shoots of magic coming 

out of seeas of magic. As in dreams or in magic men are born or 

die, so all are in appearances. 

Gau9apada uses the word maya in order to indicate the inex

plicability of the relation between the Atman and the world. 5 In 

his view the world is comparable to a dream or an illusiono The 

apparent dreamlike character of the world is essentially indescri-

bable or unthinkable either as existent or an non-existent, they 

can be called neither real nor unreal, neither ~xistent nor non

existent. In the second chapter of his Karika he uses the term 

' maya ' as the wonderful poser of God through which the Subject 

or Atman imagines himself as objects. 6 It is the expression of God's 

5. P. T. Raju argues that in denying the existence of the world is 
also denying maya • He writes " Through the theory of maYa 
Ved~nta e~tablishes the non-dual Brahman as the sole Reality, 
but in Gau~apada this can be at least a provisional statement 
in order to explain the relationship between the relative and 

the Absolute, and since Gaudapada denies a relationship of any 
• 

sort in the Absolute, he must therefore , from the standpoint 
of the highest truth deny maya als·o ; for the highest truth for 
Gaudapada is that there is neither disappearance nor origination, . 
neither difference nor non-difference, and in this view there 

Can be nO maya II -

- Idealistic thought of India ( Cambridge, Harvard University 

Press, 1953 ) p. 154o 

6. Kalpayatyatmanatmanamatmla deva~ ~ayaya I 
Sa eva vudhyate bhedaniti Vedant~~i~cayah // 

' . 
- Gau~ap~da's Mandukya Karik! 2.41.12 
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power, the power of his maya ( svamayaya )o Gaudapada describes 
• 

maya as a beginningless cosmic principle which hides Reality from 

the vision of mano Maya becomes the svabhava , or the nature of 

Atman 11 inseparable from the ever luminious who is hidden by it. 117 

For Gaudap~da fr.om the standpoint of Brahman the multiple 
• 

world has no realityo He tries to prove non-relation between apP

earance and Reality and he declaretthere is no possibility of ·app

earance being either real or existento His theory of No-origination 

is obviously borrowed from the Madhyamika Karika of Nagarjuna and 

the Lankavatara-sutra of Vi1nanavadinso Unlike Nagarjuna Gaudapada • 
admits the absolutism which is the pivot of the Advaita philosophy. 

Later on this doctrine of Advaita was further developed in the hands 
, , 

of Samkara. Samkara regards the world as only an appearance of Bra-

hman from transcendental standpoint and when he faces the problem 

of explanation of the precise relation between the appearance and 

reality, he refers to maya that is inexplicable. Thus - Dro Rad-

hakrishnan, a noted interpreter of Indian philosophy, remarks : 

11 The Karika of Gaudapada is an attempt to combine in one whole the • 
negative logic of the Madhyamikas with the positive idealism of the 

Upanisads. In Gaudapada the negative tendency is more prominent than ------·---- . , • 8 
the positiveo In Samkara we have a more balanced outlook." 

see : Samkarabhaiya on Gaudapada Karika ( Opo Cit. ) p. 85. 

7. _!bid,II, 19. 

8. Indian Philosophy Vol. II - ( Delhi, Oxford University, 1989 ) 

P~ 465. 
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Samkara .explains .the world phenomena as a case of super-imposition 

like the snake in the ropeG Regarding this super-imposition there 

are different views in Indian philosophy. In Indian Philosophy 

there are six principal theories of the error of super-imposition 

k.nown as Satkhyati ( object of error real or as is ) , Akhyati ( no 

error in simple judgment ), Anyathakhyati ( errors only ·of misplace

ment or mistiming ), Atmakhyati ( object of error is the self ), 

Asatkhyati ( object of error is non-existent ). The first regards 

that no experience can ever be illusory. The second maintains that 

in erroneous experiences we fail to distinguish between consecutive 

presentationso According to the third , in error both the subject 

and the pr'edicate are separately real, the pres·ented identity bet

ween them is only unreal. The fourth holds that in error the inter

nal object appears as external object. The fifth regards that error 

is the cognition of absolute non-existent. The last who maintains 

the anirvacanfya theory of error admits that error is neither real, 

nor unreal, nor botho In the erroneous perception 1 It is silver •, 

Advaitins argue silver is not sat as it is badhita ( contradicted ) 

by true knowledge attained subsequently J nor as it asat or non-exis

tent , as we perceive it in our illusory experiences. 

However from another consideration, with the solitary exception 

of anirvacanTyavada as propounded by the Advaitins and developed in 

different times, other five theories of illusory cognition may be 

classified under two broad headso They may be described as satkhya

tivada and asatkhyativada o Under the first we may categorise the 

explanations of illusion by the followers of Ramanuja, the Bhattas 

and the Nyaya - Vaise~ikaso The second may include·. the Yogacara 

~-and~Madhyamika viewso The basic datum of illusion for the first cate-
l ' . gory is ' objectively real ' - the silver of the erroneous cognition 
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is existent elsewhereo The second one, on the otherhand, denies the 

objectivity of the datum of illusiono It is precisely the sense in 
,.., 

which the Madhyamika's and the Vijnanavadins .analysis of illusion 

may come under this classa 

It is, therefore, interesting to have a bird 1 s eye-view of 

different theories of illusory cognition as generally discussed 

in Indian Philosophy and to see how the Advaitins would criticise 

- -these views in order to make room for the anirvacaniyakhyativada. 

Here in doing so, we shall not enter into details of subtle poll-

mics of arguments and counter-arguments for the reason that our 

primary concern is not a critical exposition of the theories of 

illusion generally recognised in Indian Philosophy ; rather our's 

- - -is the business of arriving at anirvacaniya khyativada as a preface 

for analysing the concept of maya in Advaita Vedanta. 

It is to be noted in this connection that the Advaitic appro

ach that began with Gau~apada and matured in a tremendously techni-
, 

cal form in the hands of Samkara, was severely criticised by others' 

in later days. A thorough-going reading of the history of Indian 

philosophy would reveal that again and again the followers of Advaita 

Vedanta revisited the philosophical circle in order to meet the cri

ticisms usually put forwarded by opponents and tried to re-establish 

the basic Advaitic position with scientilating brilliance in their 
, . 

dialectical argumentationso Ramanuja who lived long after Samkara 
. , 

had the opportunity to criticise,Samkara's advaitic philosophical 
, . 

position in a devastating wayo Again, the followers of Samkara n~mely 
~ 

Srihar~a , Citsukha and a few others criticised Ramanuja's explana-

tion of illusion and with ruthless dialectical skill, they managed 



to leave room for advaitic interpretationo Keeping this in mind, 

that is, the total advaitic interpretations' that continued from - ., . the Gau<ifapada-~.amkara approach, we shall discuss the different 

..J I 

explanations of illusory cognitions and possible advaitic rejoin

ders to them. That is precisely the reason that our ciritical ex

position of the theories of illusion begins with Ramanuja's view 

on illusion despite the fact that he flourished as a glorious phil-

" . osophical figure in Indian philosophy even after Samkara. 

{a) The Non-advai ta Views on Illusion examined • 

Ramanuja says that if anything is a piece of knowledge, it is 

necessarily true, because 1 knowledge proper 1 ( prama ) always 

corresponds to its objects • Then a question arises : why does there 

occur the erroneous or illusory cognition ? This amounts to ask how 

Ramanuja would account for illusion. To such questions, ~manuja 

would reply by saying that knowledge - proper ( prama ) should not 

only correspond to the external r.eality but should also satisfy our 

pragmatic needs. The aspect of knowledge also implies that it must 

be common to the experience of all men. In the case of illusory cog-

\. ' nition of 1 conch-shell', the memory of silver cognised before is 

imposed on the 1 this • which is cognised at the time of illusory 

cognition and this is on account of the defects of the visual organso 

This in turn shows that in illusion, there can be no cancellation of 

the elements perceived before but ·only implication and consequential 

activities are arrestedo In other words, for Ramanuja and his follow

ers the error consists in the failure of the objects to satisfy our 

pragmatic needso 

But against this contention, the later advaitins argue that 

Ramanuja 1 s theory stands on a misunderstanding of the principle of 

quintuplicationo The principle does not mean that the gross elements 
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or their evolutes were mixed up with one anothero If the shell 

possesses the ingredients of silver, the shell can never be trans

formed into ashes and reduced to a liquidified state as ' silver • .. 

' Snake-hood ' can inhere only in snake, but not in its formative 

elements .. The author of ' Advai tamoda~ ' thus asks Vi!i~tadvai tins 

to explain why we see a piece of ' silver ' in the ' shell ' on the 

beach and why not we do see a piece of thing which is silvery-colou-
9 red, i.e. a piece of glass ? The advaitins further argue that if 

the conch were really painted yellow by sun-rays coming from the 

jaundiced eyes, it sh.ould have been seen yellow by other persons 

Next comes the Prabhakara's theory of illusory cognition for 

consideration. This theory is popularly known as ' akhyativada ', 

according to which the so-called error is due to non-discrimination 

of dfferent cognitions and of different contents. When we say 'this 

is silver ' instead of ' shell ' we cannot apprehend the distinction 

between two truely separate cases of cognitions - perceptual and 

memory, but we tend to treat them as one unitary. knowledge in our 

verbal actions, speech,behaviours etc. and this leads us to the 

phenomenon of unsuccessful inclination. Correction of the so-called 

illusory cognition denies neither the presentation of ' this ' nor 

' the recollection of silver '· The contents of these cognition are. 

not also rejected ~ For Prabhakara, if anything is a piece of know

ledge, it is necessarily trueo Only on account of a lapse of memory 

9., For details of the advaitins' arguments against 

Ramanuja and his followers one may :see Vasudeva 

tamoda~ , ( H.N. Apte, ed .. Anandasrama Sanskrit 

Po on a, 1 9 40 ) p.. 1 46 " 

the position of 
I . 

Sastri's Advai-
Seri es Noo 84, 
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( smrti pramosa) on its effect, non-discrimination ( vivekagraha ), 
• • 

we cognise ' silver in case of shell ~Here the distinction between 

the perceived and the remembered objects is not apprehended or cog-

nised • .. 
Vacaspati _objects that the Prabhakara' s analysis of illusion 

leads to the undesirable position of some ludicous extremity ( ati

vyakhyana ) or to coin a word from Prof. B.Ko Matilal , we may say 

that it is ' guilty of overskill 'o 10 It is too extreme to analyse 

il-lusion into two distinct cognitions like memory and perception 

instead of a;' unitary perceptual mode of awarenesso The Nya"ya cri

tique would point out that the Prabh~kara unnecessarily made the 

explanation of illusion more complex, the Prabhakara fai-ls to see 

the fact that in illusory cognition our action is prompted by our 

lack of awareness of the distinction of the different cognitionso 

Again, this view also fa_ils to account for the origin of human 

activity in order to achieve the object grasped in illusory cogni

tion. Here an Advaita Vedantist joins hand with the Nyaya-vai~esika 
• 

and argues that the Prabhakara's explanation contradicts our positive 

normal actionso Vacaspati thus urges that 11 a conscious being does 
11 not act out of lack of awareness, but out of awarenesso 11 In the 

Bhamati , Vacaspati argues in favour of the advaita viewo He urges 

that if the non-apprehension of difference of contents and of cogni

tions is admitted as the cause of illusory cognition as held by the 

Prabhakara, then it would be equally possible to argue that it is on 

account of the non-apprehension of the ultimate ' non-difference ' 

10. Perception ( Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1986 ) Po 196o 

11. Tatparya-tlka ( edo R.S. Dravid, Varanasi, 1925 ) Po 163, 
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of the said two itemsG On this ground, Vacaspati prefers the advaita 

theory according to which error is due to the failure of realisation 

th t th. i . th 1 t 1 i B hm 12 - -a every . 1ng s, 1n e as ana ys s, ra anG Parthasarathi 

~ -Misra refutes Prabhakara's contention that non-cognition of differ-

ence between two kinds of awareness, that is perceptual and memory, 

as the cause· of illusory cognition. He points out that we can be in 

error, though we may discriminate two objects of cognitions. For 

instance, we may know the difference of north, south, east and. west, 

still we may mistake about which direction we are facing now. Vivar

a~q also argues that in memory only the object is remembered, its 

previous knownness is never remembered along with the objectG In 

such a case, the non-apprehension.of difference of cognitions, memory 

element cannot be lapsed as held by the Prabhakara. 13 The Advaita 

Vedanta thus suggests that instead of admitting the non-cognition of 

two different kinds of cognition's nature, it is better to admit that 

the failure to grasp the ultimate non-difference of apparent diversi-

fled contents of cognitions as the cause of error. 

The Nyaya offers another alternative G The Nyaya theory of 

illusion is known by the name 1 anyathakhyativada ', according to 

which an illusory cognition is presentational in nature and has some 

basis in factso But it is erroneous because here the facts are 1 mis

placed 1 andemisrelated 1 o When we cognise 1 silver in shell ' the· 

12 0 Prabhakara's view has been severely criticised by Parthasarathi 
I ~ - -Misra in his Sastra-dipika ( Gaekwad's Oriental Series Noo 89, 

Baroda, Oriental Institute, 1940 ) and by Nrsimhasrama in Advai
tadlpika ( Kasi , Lazarus & Co., NoDelhi ) 

13o VivaraQa : Vivaraoam ( pancapadika-vyakhyanam ) of Praka~atman 
with Tatparyadlpika of Citsukha , ( Govt. Oriental series, No. 

155, Madras, 1958 ) Po 24. 
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Nyaya observes, on account of similarity between ' silver 1 and 

1 conch-shell ',the past experience or memory revives. The revived 

memory comes into contact with the visual organ 1 non-physically ' 

which is technically known as ' Jnanalaksana pratyasatti 'o Sensory-
• . 

illusion is thus a complicated perception where the visual organ 

perceives ' this ' through ordinary contact ( laukika sannikarsa ) 
• 

and it perceives silver by means of extra-ordinary relation ( ala

ukika sannikarsa ) o That is how we perceive tpat the Yonder object 
• 

is otherwise manifested as ' silver 'o Hence 11 error lies not in 

the presentations concerned in the perception but in the determina

tion of one presentation by another given through association and 

memory ( jatyasamskarat )~ And since this determination results in 

a judgment of the object as something other than what it is, the 
11 14 Ny'aya theory of error is called anyathakhy-ati or viparitakhyatio 

Against the Nyaya theory of illusion the Advaitin would argue 

that it is not intelligible in the Nyaya contention how the silver 

which exists elsewhere can be in contact with the visual organo But 

this contact ( sannikarsa ) is necessary for the perception of sil-
• 

ver as an actuality before us and not a case of memory alone. The 

Nyaya speaks of extra-ordinary contact of jnanalaksana in this 
• • 

respecto Here the Advai tins .. would at once object that such an inter

pretation will make the Nyaya contention of inference itself redun-
. 15 

dant or unnecessary. In case of distant object, say silver, or its 

14 0 SoCo Chatterjee : The Nyaya Theory of Knowledge , (University 

of Calcutta , 2nd edo 1965 ) P~ 36. 
, , -

15. For details one may see Bhava-dipika in Vedantadarsana ( Sari-
raka-Bhasya ), ( Beng. tro & annotation by Swami Visvarupananda, 

0 

Udboddhan, Calcutta , 1993 ) Po 38o 
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universal 'silverness 1 cannot be apprehended in the yonder object 

' shell ', because our visual organ cannot have a contact with the 

remote object • It cannot be said to be yeilded by jnana-laksa~a 
• 

pratyaks~ , because in that case it would equally be objected that 
• 

the purpose of inference would be served by it. But in the Nyaya 

inference plays a vital role as an independent source ( karana ) 
• 

of valid cognition~ 

In view of this,the Advaitins say that in illusion an 

1 expressible silver ' is cognised~ Here the content of cognition 

has reality for the time being • It is an object directly perceived 

by the senses and thus it cannot be said to have a non-entity. On 

the otherhand, it is not real for all time, because in that case it 

could not have been cancelled when the shell is known. The Advaitins 

would say here that the 1 s1lver 1cognised in illusion , has no real 

existence anywhere but has an apparent reality. In other words, its 

exact status is unspeakable. 

The Advaitins also criticise the Buddhist's analysis of illu

sory cognitiono For the Yogacara Buddhists who advocate Atmakhyati

vada , our illusory cognition projects its own form as an external 

objecto The Yogacara holds that in illusion we cognise the internal 

object as external, the mental as extramental o According to this 

view, the illusory object is the creation of innate pre-disposition 

( vasana )o The piece of silver that is mis-apprehended as nothing 

but a part of my awarenesso In other words, cognition ~nd its objects 

are never cognised distinctlyo In illusion, the entire content is 

super-imposed on the unreal extra-mental object which is the product 

of beginningless avidya ( ignorance )o 
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It is usually objected against tr~e Yogacara view that if in 

an illusory cognition of 1 silver in shell 1 , the silver also be 

a fonn of cognition, then there wo~ld be no logical bar to have 

cognition of the kind, not as 1 this is silver ' but ' I am silver ' 

because the self is but a form of consciousnesso 

Again, for Yogacaras, the innate pre-disposition is said to 

be the cause of illusiono Here the Advaitins may raise a question : 

Is it done by defective cognition or some other cognition ? If it 

is said that the silver is caused by the non-defective cognition, 

then it is to be perceived by all, as a jar or a table etco, becau-

se they are common to everybody's perception. The revealing silver 

cannot be regarded erroneous, since being the cause of its cogniser, 

it possesses some practical efficacy ( arthakriyakaritva ) which, 

according to the Buddhist, is the mark of a real objecto If the Yoga

caras would f~ther argue that the illusory cognition is caused not 

by silver but by something else, then the false silver cannot be 

apprehended at all, because in the cogntion of an object the cogni

tion is caused by that very objecto Thus for Advaitins , Vijnanavadins 

cannot explain the revelation of the false silver. 16 

The Madhyamika Buddhist advances another theory of illusion 

usually known as Asatkhyativada • It maintains that the erroneous 

cognition of silver is absolutely unreal ( asat ) and therefore 

illusion is a cognition of the non-existento The causal factnr of 

cognition that reveals the unreal silver is called ignorance (avid

ya ). Under the influence of it ( avidya ), the form of previous 

16. A.K. Ray Choudhury has elaborated the arguments of the Advaitists 
in 1 The .Coctrine of Maya ( Calcutta, Dasgupta & Coo 1952 ) p. 40. 
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impression ( samskara ) becomes detached from the state of consci

ousness and places it in the grip of objectivity. Illusory cogni

tion, for the Madhyamika, points to 1 pure nullity 1 that is aPP

licable in cases of subject-predicate relation as well as of the 

content of such relation~ 

There are many arguments that have been levelled against the 

Madhyamika position with regard to the status of illusory cognition. 

Apart from these, from the Advaita view point , it may be argued 

that there is no adequate ground for maintaining the Madhyamika con

tention that the very object of illusion is a sheer non-entity. The 

Advaitins have their own explanation. For them, the pratibhasika 

object appears in illusion though it were functionally (vyavanarika ) 

real. It is only functionally or phenomenally real because the sub

sequent sublating cognition conceals its apparent reality. Thus Madh

usudan Saraswati argues that the illusory cognition cannot be justi

fied until and unless we assume the objectivity of the content of 

the said cognitiono 17 " A purely non-existent object cannot be per

ceived. The objectivity of the false however, does not vouch for its 

phenomenal realityo It has a different being of its own. Illusory 

cognition takes it to be phenomenally real. Correction proves that 

it is not a phenomenal objecto The illusory content has a positive 

being which is not on a par with that of a phenomenal objecto Error 

is due to the ignorance ( ajnana ) of the substratum of illusiono 

Illusion ceases only when substratum is directly experiencedo Thus 

with the cancellation .of ajnana, its evolutes, which appeared in 

illusion is also negated 11
, the Advai tins would observe. 18 

17. Advaitasiddhi ( Bombay, Nirnarya Sagar Press, 1917 ) p. 648. 

18. A.K. Ray Choudhury : The Doctrine of Maya ( Opa Cita ) Po 44o 
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From the foregoing analysis, it is evident that, though the 

Advaitin is in agreement to the fact that what is revealed as the 

object of cognition is not asat ( non-existent ) but it ·does not 

mean that he is agreed with the Bhattas and the Naiyayikas in hold

ing that the silver seen in illusion is sat ( .existent ) • The Adva

itin suggests that in order to justify the appearance as well as the 

sublation of the illusory content, we have to admit that it should 
,-

be uncategorizable or anirvacaniya by the ordinary notion of the 

existence and non-existence ( bhava and abhava )o Let us now see 

what does the Advaitin really mean by anirvacani~ • The term 'ani-· 

rvacaniya ' etymologically means not determinable.The word may be 

applied to an object which changes from time to time. The Advaitin 

would say that the 1 silver 1 is neither sat ( existent ) , as it 

is. known as non-existent by the vadhaka 1nana ( correcting experi

ence ) nor ' asat ' ( non-existent ) as it is apprehended as such 

before its sublatation by the subsequent knowledge. Therefore, an 

object of empirical error is seriously present which is accepted 

as a concrete presence so long the illusion or brahma lasts. This 

theory presupposes the theory of satta according to which the only 

absolute reality is the Brahman or Consciousness perse and that of 

the asat as is envisaged in the ~ theory of vikalpa • 19The 

19. Sabdajnananupatti vastusunyo vikalpa~ - Yogasutra 1/9, 

- Yoga-sutras of Patcmj ali with Bha!:lya tr .. Pu;nacandra 
Vedantacuncu ( Sanskrit Book Depository, ealcutta, 1907 ) 
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Advaitin holds that the object which is cognised in space and time 

is the object of cognition and of negation as wello The real Brahman 

which is eternal and timeless and the purely non-existent unreal 

objects are totally devoid of spatio-temporal character. But the 

anlrvacya has the spatie-temporal character. Therefore, it can be 

cognised as well as rejected. As the illusory object is something 

other than absolute existence and absolute non-existence, it is 
20 relative existence and relative non-existence. The absolutely 

non-existent objects are neither absolutely existent, nor relatively 

existent, nor relatively non-existent. The absolute non-existent 

( atyantasat) is that which is capable of being-negated for all 

time - past, present and future but is not identifiable with any 

existent. But an indeterminable is also capable of being negated 

for all time - past, present and future, though it can be identifi-
21 able with an existent something in some substratum at sometime. 

,. . 
Samkara, the illustrious protagonist of the Advaita school of 

Vedanta offers his own definition of adhyasa , by II Smriti rupa 
• 

paratra purvadrstavabhisah "o That is , super-imposition is the 
0 • • • 

20o Hemanta Kumar Ganguli : Radicalism in Advaita Vedanta ( Indian 

Publicity Society , Calcutta 1988 ) pp 9-10o 

21. The post-Samkarites use the term bhavarupa instead of anirvaca
niya o But modern scholars in order to distinguish the advaita , 
view from the Sunyavadin like to emphasis on the term bhavarupa 
as something positiveo But as a matter of fact in Advaita lite
rature it cannot mean anything positive. In Advaita it cannot 
be said to be positive , nor negative, nor both but neithero In 

other words, it means the exact nature of illusion ( adhyasa ) 
cannot be categorised and thus indescribableo 
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apparent presentation to consciousness by way of remeinberance of 

something which is observed in some other thing at past o And in 

accordance with this, we find in common experience that the shell 

appears as silver and a single moon appears as two. True knowledge 

( prama ) , according to the Advaitin, is that which is never sub

lated ( avadhita )o He holds that the unreal can never be knowable 

and the real can never be negated. He differs from those who main-

tain that the real alone is cognised and the unreal alone is rejec

ted. The Advaitin would say that we cannot support the revelation 

of the non-existent, for it does not explain why an unreal object 

is grasped at all in illusiono Again, the silver-form cannot be 

internal or mental , for a vivid perceptual experience proves its 

externality. Nor can we regard the silver-form as existent or real, 

for the corrective cognition falsifies that possibility. We cannot 

say that the silver-form is both real and unreal,for that would be 

a contradiction. Therefore, the Advaitin contents that we must con

clude that the silver is an anirvacaniya object which is not only 

distinct from the real as well as from the unreal but also from the 

real and unreal. So the silver-form belongs to a different category 

which is called mithya • 

According to Advai ta Vedanta, the indeterminable is- that which 

is negatable for all time, tri-temporal negation of past, present and 

future ( traikalika-nisedhasya )o The contradicting judgment 1 this 
0 

is not a sil~er' reveals that the object appeared in illusion did not, 

does not and will not exist anywhere at any time. However, the Advai-

tin admits that the indeterminable is also of some sort of existenceo 

The Advaitin maintains that there is no empirical knowledge witho~ 

an object and this point draws the line of demarcation of Advaita 
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view from the Vijnanavadin who advocates that knowledge has no objec

tive bias ( visayomuktata )~ So the critics may put the question that 
• • 

if the indeterminable also is of some sort of existence, then how it 

will be negatable for all time ? Or the critics of Advaitin may argue 

that the correcting awareness definitely and unmistakably shows that 

the content of illusion is absolutely non-existent and therefore the 

acceptance of anirvacya object is not righto But in Advaitin's analy

sis of illusion the apparent silver is caught in themselves of an 

identity- an identity between the aparent silver and the real silver, 

and the identity of the apparent silver ~than ' it 1 o On account of 

some defects , thetshellness1 of shell has been suppressed and the 

shell appears only as glittering ' it ' which in turn the seeming 

silver for finding an identity. Now the man who is under the !ll~sion 

does not perceive the seeming silver as seeming silver. For seeming

ness itself can not figure in the content of illusion. A seeming 

silver is that which seems to be a silver but really not. So if the 

man perceives the silver as seeming s-ilver, then no illusion occurso 

But this does not mean that the real silver appears itselfo Here 

appearance means appearance as real, but not appearance of the real 

and the man who is under an illusion experiences the ' seeming silver' 

as 1 real silver 1 o Therefore in contradicting the ' shell-silver ' 

illusion the·object of negation is obviously, the pratibhasika silver 

as vyavaharika , i~e~ the illusory silver in identity with the pheno

menal silver becomes the object of negationo Unless we admit the 

phenomenal silver as an aspect or character of the relation between 

the negation and the negctum the apparent silver cannot be said to 

be rejected for all time. In illusory cognition the phenomenality 

was also cognised and the apparent object was taken as real ; in 
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corrective judgment it is understood as not .the realo Therefore, 

the illusory content as such is not the object of negationo That 

is why, Madhusudana interpretates the confusing statement of the 

Praka~atman by saying that the ' pratibhasika silver identified 

with ' it ' also identifies with the Vyavaharika silver in the 
22 sense that it appears as real silvero 

In view of what has been said above, the Advaitin concludes 

that the negative judgment expresses the phenomenally non-existence 

of the seeming silvero The critic may at once point out that if it 

is so the question may arise : Why the pratibhasika silver should 

not continue its appearance even after the correction ? In reply, 

the Advaitin would say that as the direct perceptual apprehension 

of the substratum of illusion ( adhisthana saksatkara ) cancels the 
• • 0 

avidya which is the material cause of the anirvacya silver, it cannot 

shine in any form after correction. In super-imposition there are 

two parts - super-imposed object ( adhyasta ) and substratum of 

super-imposition ( adhisthana ). When there is the direct apprehen-
• 

sion of the locus i.eo shell, it is presumed that there is no more 

adhyasa due to not having ignoranceo Therefore, the objection that 

22o Praka~atman and other earlier Advaitins in general admit the 
phenomenal silver as the negatum of negationo But Madhusudana 

sarasvati argues that the acceptance of the phenomenal silver 
as the negatum would lead to mutual ' hetero-locativity ' 
( vaiyadhikaranya ) of ' bhrama ' and.' vadha ' and to the 

• 
negation of the unpredicated. He,therefore interpretates the 
·..vords of Prakasatman by ~aying that the· silver as cognised in 

illusory cognition as identical with the phenomenal silver is 

the negatum :-

Na ca tatra laukika paramartha-rajatam eva svarupena ni~edha-
• . 

pratiyogl iti vacyam, bhrama-badhayoh vaiyadhi-ka-ranyapatteh, . . . 



the pratibhasika silver should appear as anirvacya , cannot arise~ 
-Anandabodha , the famous Advaita teacher who is aarlier to· Citsukha, 

is of the opinion that the right knowledge removes the veil of 

avidya that covers the real nature of an object and then reveals 

ito 

Ifk. Advai ta literature the term avidya ( ignorance ) has been 

metaphorically us.ed to indicate the world-superimposition on Brahman 

as its ground. Here the effect is put for the causeo ~e Advaitins 

would agree to the point that ignorance is not the negation of know

ledge but for them it is a kind of knowledge which cancelled latter 

on by the cognition of things as they are. By knowledge here the 

Advaitins do not mean intellectual knowledge but actual realization 

( aparoksanubhuti )o For Advaita Vedanta , on account of ignorance 

( avidya ) there is the super-imposition of the Self on the non-self 

and its properties. Swami Vireswarananda aptly summarises the Advai-

tic position in the following words z 

"This.-super-imposition ( adhyasa )due to ignorance ts the presumP

tion on which are based the distinctions among the means of knowled-

ge , objects of knowledge and knowing persons, in our career of daily 

activity, and so are also based all scriptural texts whether they 

refer to rituals ( karma ) or knowledge ( fnana )o 1123 

aprasaktaprati~edhapattesca •••• Asya acarya-vacasa~ para
marthika- laukika-rajata-tadatmyena pratitam pratibhasikam eva 

J;"ajat.qm prat!_y.ogL ityartha~." 
- Advai ta-siddhi vol. II, Tr. by Sri RoNo Ghosh ( Samskrta 
Pus taka Bhandar, Calcutta , 1338, · B o s. ) p. 482. 

Madhusudan also holds that even the phenomenal silver may be the 
negatum when the negation will be of anyonyabhava type, but not 
atyantabhava type and in this case the phenomenal silver is to 
be presented to the mind through recollectiono 

23~ B~ahma-Sutras ( English tro and annotation, Swami Vireswarananda 
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The following table can show the different dominqnt views on 

1 Illusion 1 generally discussed in Indian Philosophy at a glanceo 
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III. Ajnana as the material cause of illusion explained 

The. Advaitin, therefore, admits the ignorance as the material 

cause of all illusionary cognitionso What is the psycho-physical 

process involved in such an illusory cognition ? If we consider a 

particular example of ' shell-silver ' it would be found that the 

defective organ, the eye has contact ( sannikarsa ) with the pre-• 

sented thing ( idam )o Then occurs the vr~tti which is the modifi-·-
cation of anta~kara?a as the form of ' idam ' or 1 this 1 and 

1 brilliance ' • Next the consciousness deliminated by the ' idam 1 

( this ) is reflected in the Vftti ; and then the three grades of 

consciousness - f.irst limited by ' this ', second, limited by vrtti 
• 

and third limited by mind-become one or non-different from one ano

ther • Now, the nescience in the ground of consciousness delimited 

by ' idam 1 by some defect and by the impression of past silver 

revived through the cognition of similar! ty is transformed into the 

1 apparant silver 1 o At the sametime the nescience whose substratum 
. . 

is the consciousness delimited by the vrtti becomes transformed into • 

the vrtti and takes the form of silver. These two transformations • 

are revealed by the wittness-consciousness a~d thus they are cognisedo 

Thus the Pratibhasika silver is the transformation·of _evidya o The 

avidya as the substratum of consciousness delimited by 1 idafu ' 

projects the illusory silver with its potency call~d ' viksepa 'o 
• 

Therefore, the illusory silver is not made of the stuff of ordinary 

silver, but of the stuff of avidya o Avidya as material cause exists 

in illusiono The author of Vivara~a assumes that ignorance is the 

material cause of the illusory content ( arthadhyasa ) and illusion 

( Jnanadhyasa ). 

Mayavati, Advaita Ashram, 6th reprint, 1982 ) Po 13o 
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But the critics may raise some objections against this viewo 

It may be objected that whatever has a material cause, it must be 

.• real something. That which is not real cannot be an effect and 

cannot be said to arise from a material cause. The illusory silver 

being indeterminabl·e cannot be real, therefore, it cannot be said 
24 to have a material causeo 

The Advaitins point out that they differ from those according 

to whom the real must be an effect~ The Advaitins hold that only 

which appears as real but not actually real is to be regarded as an 

effect. The illusory silver is not real, but appears as real, and 

therefore, it is taken to be an effect of something. It is an admi

tted fact that something can be called an effect, if it has a begin

ning ( karyyam pragabhavapratiyogi )o The 1 silver 1 in illusion is 

not of a prior existence eaxller than that of the state of illusion. 

If it had already been there, the knowledge about it would have besn 

veridical , but not illusoryo Therefore, we must maintain that the 

silver has a beginning and is thus an effect. And if it is an effect, 

it must come out from some material causeo 

The critics of Advaitin may further point out that avidya 

cannot be taken as the material cause of the illusory object since 

whatever we say as a material cause we have an experience that the 

particular effect is a transformation of that particular cause. The 

ring or the pot which is made of gold or clay comes to be known as 

something golden or earthen pot. But about the silver which the 

Advaitin claims, as the transformation of ajnana,we have no such 

24. For detailed analysis one may see Advaita theory of Illusion 

by Sukha Ranjan Saha ( Progressive Publishers 1982 ) PPo 86-90. 
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experience. Therefor, ignorance should not be regarded as the 

material cause of the illusory silvero 

In reply to the critics the Advaitin would urge that it is 

not true that the effect always comes to our experience as a 

transformation of its material cause. Even when the Samkhya holds 

that the pot is a transformation of mulaprakrti , he also does not 
i 

experience it in that mode. Nor the Naiyayika who regards the pot 

as the inherent cause ( samavayi karana ) of its colour, can say • 
25 that he has an experience of the colour of a pot,o Hence though 

the illusory silver is not cognised as a transformation of ignora

nce:, yet the ignorance can be taken as its material cause ; since 

both the illusory silver and the ignorance have the common nature 

of being revealed and they have some other similar properties and 

also they themselves cannot account for their manifestness. 26 

There are differences among, the Advaitins themselves with 

regard to the function of ignorance ( avidya ) as a material cause 
27 of super-imposition ( adhyasa )o But inspite of these, all of them 

25. • • • Yad Yadupadanakam , tat tadanuviddhatayaiva Pratiyate 

i ti vyaptyasiddet:o Na hi gha~opad'anakam rup.am gha~a i ti prati yate; 

Prak;tidvyaQukadyanuviddhataya pratite~ parairapvabhyupagamat, 

kenacit-dharmena tadanuvedhastu prakfte pi~~aeva. 
Madhusudana Sarasvati - Advaitasiddhi with Laghucandrika 

( Bombay, Nirnaya Sagar Press, 1917 ) Po 546. 

26o 0 0 • Kathamcidanuvedhasya Jaqatvadinatrapi Sambhavat o 

Ibid , p. 649 

27ofraka~~tman, the author of Vivara~a is of opinion that the state 

of illusion ( jnanadhyasa ) as well as the content of illusion 
(vi~ayadhyasa ) are the products of ignorance in way of double 

transformation ( avidyav;tti )o He develops his argument in 
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are agreed to the point that the cognition of 1 silver in shell 1 

is false ( mithya ) , thoug!l we have no experience of the form, 

" . " The illusion is false "o Samkara deals with such a problem in 

his commentary on Brahma-sutras. Samkara mentions an analogy in 

this connectiono 11 When rising from a dream a man feels that the 

objects and events like snake-bite, bathing in water etco happened 

during the state of dream are false, he does not feel that his 

knowledge about them too is falseo n 28 In the like manner, according 

to the Advaitins, we.shall have to admit that the illusion is false 

( mithya ) , because it is sublated ( vadhita ) and if anything is 

sublated ( vadhita ) it is to be regarded as false ( mithya ) • 

However though the erroneous cognition in the form , " It is silver " 
' 

is possible with the assistance of self, anta~karaQa and some defects, 

none of them can be accepted as the cause of illusiono They cannot be 

the cause of illusion, because the correcting cognition also needs 

28o 

Pancapadikavivara~a (Madras, Govt. Oriental Manuscripts Lib., 

1958, p. 89-90 )o But Nfsimhasa~ma ( in the Bhavaprakasika , 
Ibid ) shows that such a twofold transformation of ignorance 
in order to be the material cause of illusion is not relevant , 
to Samkara 1 s view. 

11 Na hi svapnat utthitah svapnadrstam sarpadamsanodaka snana-. . .. 
dikaryyam mi thya i ti manyamanat_l tadavaga.timapi mi thya i ti 

. , 
manyate kascit 
- Brahma-Sutra Samkarabhasya, 2.1.14 • • 

Also see, Visvarupananda : Vedanta Dartana ( Bengali Tro ) 
volo2, ( Udbodhan karyalaya, Calcutta , 2nd edo, 1989 ) Po 93o 
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the help of self and antahkarana~ Though defects have no part to 

play in respect o~ that cognition, the defects can not be regarded 

as false ( mithya )o Therefore, the ainana which shares ±he same 

nature like mithya with its effects is to be regarded as the mate

rial cause of the illusion. The ainana is mi thya because like the 

content silver it is removed or cancelled at the presence of the 

correcting cognition. Therefore,the Advaitins conclude that an 
..,_ 

anirvacaniya content like silver is a product of ajnana o 

It is said by the Advaitins that avidya is directly experi-

enced by us in such perceptions as 11 I do not know 11 , " I1..:. do not 

know what you say 11 or " I had been sleeping so long happily and 

did not know anything "o All such perceptions ~point to some quasi

positive ainana which is distinct from the negation of knowledge. 

If ajnana is the negation of knowledge and by negation it means a 

general negation, then even where there is a pot on the table, we 

should perceive the negation of the pot on the table as the general 

negation in relation to other thingso On the other hand ajnana can

not be taken to mean the negation of some particular objecto Parti

cular negation appears as a substantive with the object of negationo 

It is a qualifying factor which specifies the nature of the negation. 

The notion of a general negation of knowledge is opposed to each and 

every knowledgeo One may know many individual objects though he 

experiences the nescience like ' I do not know 1
o Hence ' I do not 

know ' is not equivalent to ' I know the absence of knowledge 'o 

Moreover, the Advaitins claim that a negation cannot be perceived. 29 

29. According to the Advaitins negation is not a separate entity, 
but is only a peculiar mode of expression of the positive and 

a negation cannot be perc~ivedo But the Nyaya-Vaiseiikas 
recognize it to be objective and claim that negation is to be 



So what we are aware of, when we are aware about our ignorance, is 

not a negation or absence of awareness. 

IV. Maya as the ground of cosmic illusion explained 1 

, 
In our previous section we find that Samkara and his followers 

admit the shell-silver as anirvacya and mithya o They say that this 

adhyasa takes place on account of an indefinite positive ajnanao In 
,.,_ 

Advaita metaphysics this ajnana occupies a pivotal position, because 

without it, the Advaitins cannot establish the non-dual nature of 

Reality ( Brahman ) and determine the status of the multiplicity of 

the world. According to them the ajnana which is also known as maya 

-projects the phenomenal world, including the finite being ( Jiva ) 

and God ( Isvara ) 0 The individual selves owing to this maya imagine 

themselves as different from Brahman and mistake Brahman as the world 

of plurality as we mistake a rope as a snake or a silver in a shello 

The terms I maya I and I avidya I are used in Advaita philosO

phy very often interchangably o However there are two schools among 

later Advaitins regarding the question whether I maya I and I avidya I 

perceived. Though in the common sense view when there is no sense

object-contact there does not occur any perception. But the 
Nyaya-Vaisesikas argue that sense object-contact is not of one 

• 
sort only, it may differ as the objects of knowledge differ 
categoricallyo So in the case of the perception of an absence, 
the senses come into contact with absence which is related to 
its absence and the relation is objectiveo When we see the 

absence of a jar on the ground, the absence being the attributes 
of the ground, one may see the absence by his eyes which is 

related to the absence through the table. But the Prabhakaras 
maintain nothing but the bare locus of ito According to the 

Samkhya philosophers, absence is a the then transformation of 
its sa-called mere locuso 
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are identical or not, from the-point of having two different aspects 

like concealment and the projection, but most of the Advaitins, even 

"' • - - - . di . . t 3 0 -Samkara used avidya and maya 1n scr1m1na elyo Vidyaranya in his 
• 

work 1 Vivara~a-prameya samgra~a 1 admits the non-difference of 

-- d 'd- b t' t' 31 maya an av1 ya y quo 1ng sm~ 1. 

"' Sadananda quoted from Sveta/Vatara Upani~ad while describing 

ajnana or maya as II Sadasadbhyam anirvacanlyarb trigunatmakain inana-
- ,.. i . i n32 ,. • -virodhi bhavarupam yat kine t 1t o Samkara in his wonderful work 

1 Vivekacu9amani • with his great literaly taste presents it as 

follows :-

Sannyapyasananapyubhayatmika no , bhinnapyabhinnapyubhayatmika no I 
Sangapya nangahyubhayatmika no, mahadbhutahnirvacaniya rupa 1133 

From these two treatises it is clear that maya or ajnana cannot be 

categorised as either real or unreal. We cannot call it real, for 

it is destroyed by knowledge. Whatever is real, it can never be 

. sublated. Similarly it cannot be unreal, for an unreal object say , 

30. Some Advaitins are of opinion that mulaprakfti is maya and its 

effect of concealment { avaraia ) and projection { vik~epa ) 

310 

are avidya o It is also said by some that mulaprakftl is maya 

which is made of pure sattva and avidya is made of sattva, rajas 
and tamas o In some works of Advaita, maya is said the power of 

concealment and avidya is said the power of projectiono 

Taratyavidyam vitatam h~di yasminnivesite I 
Yogi maya~eyaya tasmai vidyatmane namah II 

Iti smrtau mayahavidyayomurkhata avaikatvanirdda£at 
• • 

Vivara~a-prameya-saffigraha~ ( Kasi, Acyutagrantamala 

1896 ) p. 258. 

0 • • 

Samvat, 

32. Vedantasara of Sadananda ( Tr. Swami Nikhilananda, Mayavati, 

Advaita Ashram, 1978 ) p.21o 

33. Trans. by_Swami Vedantananda, RoKo Mission Assram, Patna,1984 

p. 67. . I 
I 
I 
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1 the son. of .a barren woman 1 cannot· be the cause of her .pleasure 

and pain , maya being the material cause of the world of multipli

city cannot thus be unreal ( asat ) o We cannot regard it as 

sadasat ; for contrary qualities like being and non being cannot 

exist simultaneously in the same locus o Therefore it is indeter

minate or anirvacaniya o Maya is the composite of three gunas -
sattva, rajas and tamas which are causes of pleasure, pain or 

indifference of phenomenal objects that are evolved from ainana.

Rajastmal} sttvami ti prasiddha gunastudlyah prathi taiq svakaryai~.·34 

Maya is jnanavirodhl, for it is destroyed by the knowledge. 

of Realityo The shell-silver illusion occurs when ajnana residing 

in the locus of the shell covers its nature with its power of con

cealmento When knowledge of shell arises ajnana is cancelled. There-
,.,_ - -fore, ajnana or maya has two properties of avarar:a or hiding the 

truth and viksepa or projection of the unreal • But we cannot call • 

it as $Orne of absence of apprehension but a positive aspect, that 

is, maya is called as inanavirodhl bhavarupam • 

, ,., -
In the phillsophy of Samkara this ' anirvacya jnanavirodhi 

bhavarupa maya 1 is the logical pendent which brings forth the world 

of phenomena on the ground of Brahman without affecting and without 

undergoing any change of Brahman. In Advaita philosophy Caitanya 

which is all-pervasive is the sole reality. No phenomenal attributes 

or predications can be belonged to the Absolute Realityo From the 

empirical point of view we may say it as saccidananda ; these are 

not Its qualities, but it is existence as such , consciousness as 

such, bliss as such o Reality i1,;. Atman o Reality is self-luminous 

34. Vivekacugamani~ , verse Noo 110, ( Ibid ) Po 68o 
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(svaprakasa )o An objection may be raised that there is no self

luminosity in dreamless sleep, for after awaking from deep sleep 

one may say that he did not know anything regarding the sleeping 

state- because in that time there is no manifestation of the self. 

But the Advaitin denies it, for when a man is awakened from sleep 

he may say that he slept happi~Yo Such feelings show that happiness 

which is directly felt at sleeping and expression of the same in 

awakened state is nothing but a remembrance of the past o The expe

rience of happiness felt in the sleeping state cannot be said to be 

manifested in the continuous cosmic state of self-consciousnesso 

This example also shows that the self was directly aware of a1nana 

in swoon, ( susupti ), because when the swoon is over one says that 

he was slept so· happily that he did not know anythingo Therefore we 

must admit that self is self-luminous without which all time reve-

lation of Brahman or Atman cannot be accounted foro S8lf-revealing 

( -, ) Svaprakasa Brahman cannot depend upon any other object for its 

revelation ; on the contrary the so-called objects depend on Atman 

for their revelation, since the existence of objects other than 

Brahman have only dependent existenceo 

Brahman is I sat cit anandasvarupa '-these three are not the 

dharmas or attributes of Brahman, for It is absolutely nirguna • 

These so-called aspects are used in order to make Brahman somehow 

intelligible to the finite minds. The author of the Vedanta-pari

bhasa regards that thesE words are all super-imposedo In fact, . 
these aspects are.used to indicate that Brahman is not non-being, 

non-conscious and non-blissfullo 

Nirguna Brahman is regarded as the highest Truth, the only 

Reality. Everything other than Brahman is not real, for they are 

not permanento Samkara asserts that it is impossible to explain 
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through logical categories the relation of Being and becoming or 

seeming,what is real can never have any relation with the un-

real 'Na hi sadasatoh saffibandhah •~ 35 The different explanations . . 
of creation are unsatisfactory and, therefore, they are rejected~ 

The analogy of the relation between a tree to its branches or clay 

to the vessels is inapplicable to the relation between the Absolute 

and the finite, since all these analogies indicate a relation between 
,. . 

the whole and ~he part, substance-attribute .• Brahman, for Samkara 

is devoid of parts and attributes. Any attempt to bring Brahman into 

connection with the world of seeming ends in failure. The becoming 

is not evolved or produced from the Absolute but only appears as so 
, 

or seems to be so on account of maya o Safukara explains the world of 

multiplicity with the notion of maya without infringing the nature 

of Brahman. The projection of the world and the appearance of the 
,. . 

jiva are owing to maya which is regarded as a sakti of Brahman, and 

it is not different from Brahman just like the burnning power of fire 

is not different from fire itself. 

v~ Ramanuja's sevenfold objections against the Advaita view 

of maya examined. 

, . 
Like other philosophers Samkara's view-point is not left uncri-

ticised by the later thinkers • Among the thinkers who are considered 
,. ':f>. , 

as opponents to Safukara , Ramanuja ( 1017- 1137~) comes first. He 

has put forth some critical arguments in favour of not accepting maya. 

A more vivid and distinct picf.ure of the nature of maya would be 

crystallised if we consider the major objections raised by Ramanuja 

~-. -35. Samkarbha~ya on Maryqukya-Upani~ad- 2.7 in Radhakrishnan's Indian 

Philosophy , vol. II ( Op. Cito ) p.866. 
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, 
against Samkarite view of maya and the possible counter arguments. 

, 
given by the later ~vaitins. Ramanuja who flourished after Samkara 

and lived a long life devoting to vedantic culture, attempted to 

present a harmonious conglumeration of absolutism with personal 
,. . 

theismG For Ramanuja , unlike Samkara, maya is the real power of 

BrahmanG Brahman according to Ramanuja though devoid of homogenous 

and heterogenious differences, is not partless, Brahman has two 

angas ( parts·.) , one is cit ( conscious ) and the other is aci t 

( non-conscious )G Reality for him is not purely indeterminate, not 

pure identity or pure unity but unity amidst diversity, identity as 

qualified by differenceo Thus it is quite natural for a philosopher , 
who differs from Samkara in the very conception of Reality, to 

/ 
attack the foundations of Samkara•s philosophy of the world, or 

mayavada from all possible standpoints& As a purvapak~a { Thesis 

to be refuted ) of Ramanuja's philosophy, we come across his criti-
, . 

cism of Samkara's doctrine of maya • 

, - - -fi..J-
R~manuja in his well know 1 Sribha!ya ' has raised~following 

/ . - -seven principal objections against Samkara's concept of maya • Let 

us consider these one by one. 

(1) The Asrayanopapatti:Ramanuja observes that it is imposs

ible to determine a locus for maya. The jlva cannot be the locus of 

ajnana or maya , because it itself is the product of maya and the 

cause cannot depend on its effect. Neither can it be said to be in 

Brahman, for Brahman is jnana-svarupa ~ Jnana and ajnana being con

tradictory cannot have the same locus. 36 

36G Sa hi kimasri tya bhramaffi janayati. ? Iti vaktavyam • Na tavajji 

vamasrotya ; avidyaparikalpitatvajjtvabhavasya. Napi Bramha
S"ri tya , tasya svayam pr'aka;ajnanarupatvenavidya virodhi tvat. 
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(2) The Tirodhananupapatti : Maya , according 
, 

to Samkara, 

conceals the nature of Brahman which is self-luminous ·• Ajnana 

is about the thing which is an object of knowledgeo But Ramanuja 

points out that Brahman cannot be admitted as the object of know

ledge , therefore ajnana cannot be about Brahmano· If maya is said 

to conceal the self-luminous Brahman, then concealment means either 

obstruction of the appearance of manifestation or destruction of 

the manifestation itself. As the manifestation of Brahman is natural 

and not adventitious, the concealment does not mean the former. If 

we admit the last one then it means that the self revealing nature 

.·.of Brahman is destroyed by maya and he ceases to be. 37 

(3) The Svarupanupapatti & Ramanuja raises the objection that 

maya has been said by the Advaitin as object-less ( avisayaka ) and 
• 

Owln~Jtti· .. some· defects lmperson~ll self-luminous Consciousness becomes 

an infinite number of conscious subjects and apprehends an infinite 

number of objects .. Now question comes : What is the real nature of 

the defect residlng in consciousness ? We cannot call it real, for 

its reality is not admitted. Nor it is unreal tooo For if -it be 

unreal , it must be viewed as either the knower ( drasta ) , or the 
• 

known ( d~sya ), or the knowledge ( d!~ti ). These three is only 

conceivable in the world .. The Advaitins cannot say it knowledge, 

because any distinction is altogether denied by them. It cannot be 

regarded as an object of knowledge existing within knowledge or 

- Srlbha~yam of Ramanuja on Brahma-SUtras o ( Bengali Tr .. Sri 

Yatindra Ramanujacaryya , Sribalaram Dharmasopan, Khardaha, 

24 Pargonas, 2nd edo 1385 B .. S. ) p. 171,. 
, -

37.. sribha~yafn - 1 .. 1. 97 , ( Ibid ) p. 174. 
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consciousness, because then consciousness of consciousness is to 

be admitted. Hence the locus cannot be cognised at allo Further 

there will be regressus ad infinitum to regard it the knower, the 

known or the knowledge ( conditioned by the knower and the known ) 

as unrealo For to explain their unreality there must be assumed 

another defect which again will require a third defect and so on, 

Therefore, regressus ad infinitum occurs. In view of this, Brahman 

must be regarded as the defect in order to· avoid this difficulty, 

~nd then, Ramanuja points out, it is absolutely futile to posit 

any seperate existence of any real imperfection in the form of 

avidya • If this is accepted , the falsity of world appearance 

cannot be maintained • 38 

(4} Anirvacanlyatvanupapatti 1 Ramanuja criticises the 

anirvacantya ajnana , because every object should be determined 

accordingly by the dictates of our consciousness about them and 

such consciousness is in the form of either real or unreal. Now 

if it be claimed that by this consciousness of real or unreal an 

anirvacaniya object which is neither real nor unreal is testified, 

Ramanuja argues, anything could be an object of any knowledgeo 

f i
..,_ 39 

Hence it is impossible to de ine a nana • . 
(5} The Pramananupapatti : Ramanuja charges that the infer

ence advanced by the Advai tins in support of ' bhava rupa ajnana ', 

is fallacious on account of the contradictory middle ( viruddha 

hetu ) and inconclusive ( anaikantika )o It is viruddha in this 

38 0 Ibid- 1~1 0 98' pp. 175-176. 

39. Ibid - Po 176o 
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sense that the probans in the inference of the Advaitins proves 

something which is not intended by the Advaitins. The Advaitins 

pu:t forward the inference that ' right knowledge ( prama ) is 

preceded by something else ( vastavantorapurvakam ) which is 

removed by it, for it ( prama ) manifests a thing which was not 

manifested before. A pot in the state previous to its perception 

was unmanifested, that is, was covered by something { aj~ana )· 

which is removed by knowledge when it manifests the pot; just as 

the first rays of a lighted lamp remove darkness in a room and 

manifest things which were covered by darkness. Thus the existence 
~ 40 of ajnana as something positive is proved. Ramanuja points out 

that the hetu ( aprakasitarthaprakasakatva ) of this inference will -
establish a second ai~ana which is not admitted by the Advaitins. 

• N- t 
Because the inference has for its object bhavarupa ajnana which 

should be admitted to the previously veiled by another alnana , 

and the proper knowledge ( prama ) removes this second ajnana • 

Therefore, the proposed hetu which establishes another ainana 

which is not intended by the Advaitins, is viruddhao 

Moreover, the hetu is anaikanta or inconclusive, because it 

exists in both the sapak~a as well as in the vipak~a o The hetu 

certainly exists in the sapak~a , but it equally exists in the 

which according to the Advaitins is vipaksa .. 
and therefore the probans becomes anaikantika • 

40. Pramanajnanam svapragabhava-vyatirikta-svavisayavarana-svani-. .. . , - .. -/ -varttya-svadesagata- vastvantarapurvakam , aprakasitartha 
prakasakatvat , andhakare prathamotpannaprdlpaprabhavaditi. 

-Ibid, ·1.1.100, p. 182. 
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Ramanuja points out that the example ( light of a lamp removes 

darkness an4 manifests things which were covered by darkness ) given 

by the Advaitins is also fault. For the light of a lamp never mani

fests an object but it is a knowledge by which the un-manifested 

object is manifested. The object remains unknown to a blind man, 

even the existence of a lamp. It is knowledge only that manifests 

thing, so the hetu does not exist in the example. 

The existence of a;tana as a bhavarupa object cannot be proved 

by perception like ' I am ignorant ' I do not know myself 1 etc~ It 

is said by the Advaitins that in such experience ajnana which is 

not jnanabhava is proved, because jnanabhava and rQana ( pratiyogi 

or counter entity to ainana ) being contradictory cannot have the 

same locuso But Ramanuja argues that this difficulty cannot be 

overcome even if ajnana is taken to mean bhavarupa ~ If it is said 
~ . - - ,.,_ 

by Sarnkara that bhavarupa ajnana is opposed to pure knowledge 

( visuddasvarupa )of the ·real nature of the self and not to any 

kind of knowledg~ and is cancelled by the pure knowledge, Ramanuja 

urges that then ajDana as jnanabhava is opposed to pure knowledge 

of the real nature of self and not to each and every kind of know~ 

ledge of ito Again , the bhavarupa ajnana, being non-identical with 

jnana is dependent on the knowledge of its pratiyogi as the jnana

bhava ai~ana is • Thus arises also the 1 Bhavarupatvanupapatti of 

avidy'a ' • 
41 

, 
(6) The Nivarttakanupapatti : It is said by Samkara that the 

cessation of avidya takes place when the knowledge of unqualified 

Brahman arises. But Ramanuja objects to this suggestion, because 

41. Ibid - pp.. 177-178. 



acc.ording to him it contradicts se•e Upani~adic texts where it 

is clearly pointed out that the qualified God who is free from 

any taint of blemisho The Upani~adic dictum ' tat tvam asi ' 

( that thou art ) according to Ramanuja distinctly points out 

the non-identity of forms between these two, because it is mean-

ingless to assert any identity between exactly identical terms. 

Identity can be asserted between two forms of the same substance. 42 

Hence, the knowledge of the identity between Brahman and jiva ·1,_·~ 

is absurd. 

(7) The Niv~ttyanupapatti : The last objection advanced by 

Ramanuja is that if the means for the removal of avidya is not 
43 established, there can be no cessation of it. 

., 
It is interesting to note that how the followers of Samkara 

; 

left no stone unturned to meet these objections from the Samkarite 

standpointo 

-(1) The Advaitins hold that the jiva can be regarded as the 

locus of avidya o In the view of Acharya Mandana jiva is the locus . . . 
of avid:z::a and Brahman is the object of it. Yacaspati Misra in the 

, 
Bhamati , a commentary on Samkar a-bha~ya , admits the jiva as 

the locus of - 44 avidya o The objection that the jiva being poste-

rior to avidya cannot be the substratum of it, - does not arise 

at all. The Advaitins give the analogy of the tree and the seed 

42 0 Ibid - p. 226. 

43o Ibid - Po 253. 
-

440 Tasmajjivadhikara~api avidya nimittaya·vi~?yataya vesvarama-

srayata itisvara-srayetucyate, Na tu adharataya vidyasvabhave 
. - - ,_. -

brahmani tadnupapatteh - Bhamati on Samkara-bhasya , Beng. ed. . . 
and Tr. Sri Mohan Bhattacharya ( Kuran Bhattacharya , Mana-
mahan Park, Calcutta-8, 1973 ·) 



in order to explain the interdependent aspect of the beginning-
...,_ 

less-ness of ajnana and the jiva • Petitio Principi may be con-

ceived to exist between the tree in series and the seed in series, 

because the former is the cause of the later and vice versa • And 

both are beginningless. Thus there in no logical see-saw • Simi

larly, both maya and jivahood rest in the same portion of Caitanya 

and are determinant of the other. It may be noted that this ~nalogy 

should not be stretched too far • The analogy does not mean that 

jlvahood and avidya should be conceived as serieso 45 

(2) When it is said that maya conceals the real nature of 

Brahman, this does not mean that Brahma-prakasa is ceasedo Rama~uja 
; ~ 

fails to understand the. actual intention of Saffikara. Just as a 

patch of cloud conceals the sun by preventing a person from percei

ving the sun, similarly, maya conceals Brahman from the individual 

who is under ignorance. So in admitting the maya as a power of 

concealment the self-luminosity of Brahman is not destroyed at allo 

,..,_ 
(3) There is no regressus ad-infinitum in maintaining ajnana 

,.,_ 
residing in consciousness., The Advaitin admit that ajnana is begin-

ningless and established itself. It is an object ( df~ta ) to the 

saksi o . 
(4) The Advaitin retorts that there is every justification 

for admitting ajnana as an anirvacya object. In order to justify 

the prior perception and the subsequent cancellation of the 1 shell

silver 1 evidence, we must admit it as anirvacya , which is neither 

45., Amalananda : Vedanta-Kalpataru ( Bombay, Nirnaya Sagar Press, 

1948 ) p., 420., 
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real nor unreal. In the Advaitamoda it is noted that as the light 

and darkness being contradictory to each other, the darkness is 

not an object of light, but it is established by light ·"'-; so a)nana 

is not an object of cognition either of the real or of the unreal, 

but is established as indefinite by the c~gnitions of the real and 

the unreal • 46 

(5) Ramanuja is wrong in taking the subject of the Advaitin's 

inference viz ' right knowledge ' to mean any and every right know

ledge ; but it was not the intention of the Advaitins. By ' right 

knowledge ' they mean immediate right knowledge and not inference 

and other mediate varieties. Further, the inference advanced by 

the Advaitins does not prove the existence of ajnana , but only 
,_ 

establishes bhavarupatva of ito The existenc.e of ajnana is directly 

intuited by the eternal sak,icaitanya o Therefore, there cannot·be 

any other ainana about ajnana. 

It has been argued by Ramanuja that the example used by the 

Advaitins is faulty. In reply to this objection it may be said that 

the manifesting power of light cannot be totally denied. The light 

is called the revealer in the sense that it removes darkness which 

obstructs the manifestation of an object •. But the sense-organs do 

not destroy any such obstacle of manifestation ; they only effect 

a relation or connection between the mind and the thingo 

Ramanuj a points out that the perception like ' I .am .ignorant ' 

does not prove the existence of any bhavarupa ajnana but merely 

indicates absence of knowledge.But according to the Advaitins, 

,_ 
46. Vasudeva Sastri Advaitamoda ( Op. Cit. ) p. 139. 
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ai~ana is bhavarupa because it can remain side by_ side with ji;ana 

simultaneously, which the absence of knowledge being contradictory 

of knowledge cannot do. Moreover, it ha~ already been noted earlier 

that ajnana cannot be regarded as absence of knowledge5 

.. 
(6) It is a fact that in Sruti , passages referring both to 

, . 
Saguna Brahman and Nirguna Brahman are found. Saffikara says that 

knowledge of Nirguna Brahman arises as soon as there is ceassation 

,of~· avidya or ai~ana and it:~l!eads to emancipation 5 But Hamanuja , 

on the other hand , ~mphasises on bhakti and holds that uninterrupt

ed'.meditation on Saguna Brahman brings salvation to a jlva • But 

" . Samkara's interpretation seems to be a more plausible than Ramanu-
..,.. . 

ja. Samkara admits the importance of Saguna Brahman o Meditation 

·and worship is necessary for mental purificationo The knowledge of 

Saguna Brahman reads to the knowledge of Nirguna Brahmano As Swami 

Vivekananda thinks·that the personal God is necessary for the spi-

ritual aspirant only, the worship of personal God is but a support 

during the individual's spiritual childhoo.cl • Bhakti and karma 

purify the mind and thus they are the remote causes of emancipation. 

Ramanuja criticises that the upanit>adic dictum 11 that thou art ' 

do~s not point out the complete identity between Supreme Self and 

individual selfo In his opinion it is unthinkable that man who is 

finite can be identical with God in every respect. But in the 

Advaitic thought the word 1 thou 1 is to be understood to imply 

pure Consciousness underlying man and ' That ' to imply also pure 

Consciousness which is the essence of God. There exists absolute 

identity between these two • 



" (7) The Advaitins point out that in Sruti and Smfti it is 

clearly indicated that bondage is due to maya and jnana destroys 

karma , II K~lyante casya karmani tasmin drste paravare II ( Mund. . ... ~ 

Upanisad 2.ii.9 ). In the Gita it is said " jnanagnih sarvakarmani 
• • 

bhasmasat kurute tatha 11 ( i v. 3 ) • True vision of the self 

removes for ever the avidya which is the cause of bondage. 

In view of the above, it is clear that the world is not· con-

"" . demned to be ab.solutely unreal by Sarhkara. In different occassions, 
, 
Sa,kara.use~ ~1fferent metaphors in order to ~tress on the ultimate 

unreality of the iagat ( world ) • But metaphors are not to be 

taken beyond the sense of breaking point. But tbe appearance of 

the multiplicity of the world can not be ignored .. So long as we 

are here in the world, we cannot say it as unreal .. In other words 

the functional reality of the multiplicity of the world cannot be 

denied. As the later Advai tins developed a vast Vedanta literature ... 
. /, . 

in order to defend the Samkarite Advaita, it would not be out of .. 

consideration to say that many critics have failed to grasp the 

real significance of maya or avidya and as a result of this they 
~. 

have charged Samkara with explaining the world away. In reply to 

this one may share the view of . C~ D~ Sharma. Sharma very aptly 

remarks : 11 But this charge ( of explaining the world away ) is 

" based on a shifting of the standpointsa Samkara • 0 0 0 has 

granted some degree of reality even to dreams, illusions and errors .. 

How can he, then take away the reality of this world ? The words, 

"' . 1 real 1 and 1 unreal 1 are taken by Samkara in their absolute 

sense .. Real means real for all time and Brahman alone can be real 

in this sense .. Similarly, unreal means absolutely unreal like the 

hare's horn, which this phenomenal world is not .. Hence this world 
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is neither real rior unreal. This shows its self-contradictory 

and therefore incomprehensible nature. It is relative phenomenal 

finite. But it is not illusory. It is true for all practical 

purposes. What does it matter to us, worldly people if it is 

not absolutely true in the philosophical sense ? When the reality 

which is denied to this world means 1 non~eternality 1 • Who can 

stand up and say that the world is not 1 unreal 1 if 1 unreal 1 

means non-eternal ? Again, the world will be sublated only when 

knowledge d~wns and not before. This should make us humbly strive 

after true knowledge rather than engage ourselves in futile qua-
, . 

rrels • Samkara 1 s intention is perfectly clear- none can condemn 

this world as unreal , he who does . it , is not qualified to do 

so and he who is qualified to do so will not do so, tor he would 

have risen . above language and finite thought • 114~ 

VI. The status of Jiva ( individualised soul ) and Jagat 
,. 

( the universe ) in the Samkarite Advaita Vedanta 

considered : (a) Avacchedavada and Vivartavada explained 

From the fore-going sections, it appears that the prime 
, . 

concern of the Samkarite Advaita Vedanta is to establ-ish Brahman 

as the sole Reality. A question may arise here : What is the 

status of jiva and the world in Advaita philosophy ? How has the 

concept of maya been applied to sort out this problem ? 

In response of such queries it is to be noted that full and 
, 

complete demonstration is not found in Samkara's writings in a 

connected way. In later times this concept has been developed by 

his followers right up to the sixteenth century. They analysed 

47. A critical Survey of Indian Philosophy ,(Delhi , Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1978 ) p. 279. 
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and systematized it through their controversies with their rival 

schools with the addition of some new implicationso And in doing 

this, they sometimes differ among themselves on many pointso 

~ -
In Samkara•s philosophy the jiva which passes through the 

diverse experiences of worldly life is merely the appearances 

of the Pure Consciousness. It attains iiva-bhava ·owing to maya • 
-, 

Even Isvara is the production of maya • The later Advaitins have 

drawn the distinction between maya and avidya to explain the phe-
-/ . 

nomenal Isvara and the phenomenal jiva • They hold that when Pure 
-~ Cit is reflected in maya , Isvara is produced and when it is ref-

l'ected in avidya , Ji va is producedo According to them, maya is 

. that aspect of afnana by which only the best attributes are pro

jected whereas the function of the avidya is to project the impure 

qua],i ti eso In its function of avidya , avara~a or the veiling 

characteristics are prominent and in the functions of maya the 

projecting ( vik~epa ) type become prominent. 

In BadrayaQa 1 s 1 Brahma-Sutras 1 thus the relation of Brahman 
48 and Jiva has been explained in two ways. Basing on this twofold 

- , . 
conception regaring the relation of Brahman and Jiva , the Samkarite 

Advaitins developed two fullfledged theories o The first theory in 

this respect is usually known as 1 Avacchedavada ' while the second 

is called 1 Vivartavada •.- The theorists who hold 1 avacchedavada 1 

very often give the analogy of akasa ( space ) with the 'ghatakas'a• . 
( space limited by a jar). o According to them, akasa when limited 

by ghatap ( a jar ), it as a matter of fact,does not suffer any 

48. II AmSO nanaVyapadesat f anyath'acapi daski tabadi tVamadhi yata eke. 11
-

Brahma-SutraS - 2o3o43. 
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modificationo The akafa limited by the ghatah is conceived as 
• • 

something separate from the original ak'asa so long as the said 

ghatah remains • When the ghatah is destroyed , the aka~a remains __ ._. . . . 

there as one cosmic aka~a o Similarly the Pure Cit seems to be 

limited by mind-body complex but in fact remains unaffected by 

this apparent limitationo When the Absolute is conceivea'on the 

.so-called conditions of mind-body limitations'- Its real nature 

is hidden and It suffers a limitation and attains fi vabhava 

( individual beinghood_ )o 

The theori.sts of vi varta or pratibimba ( reflection ) , also 

gives several analogies in order to explain their positiono One 

of the common examples, they usually cite, is the cognition of the 
I 

sun in different sheets of water. For them, our inner organ 

( Anta~kara~a ) is the condition ( Upadhi ) in which the Abso~ute 

is reflected. That is why the reflections of the Absolute in diff

erent inner organs are different and we have different individual 

beings ( Jiva. ) , just like the reflections of the sun in differ

ent sheets of water are differento 11 Therefore just as the tream-

bling of a particular reflection of the sun does not cause the 

other reflections to tremble so also the experiencing of happi-

ness and misery by a particular Jiva or individualized soul is 

not shared by other souls. Hence there can be no confusion of the 

results qf action ."
49 

(One may also see Swami Vireswarananda's Tro of Brahma-Sutras, 

Mayavati , Advaita Ashram, 1982 , Po 238 and Po 242)G 

Again, the main tenet of vivartavada may be traced to Badrayana 

when he says ' Abhasa eva ca ' - Brahma-sutras - 2o3.50o 
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However, it is to be noted in this connection that among the 

Pratibimbavadins , Sarvajnatma Muni thinks that when ~ is refl

ected in ~gn9rance ( ajnana ) , we have Isvara ; and when Cit is 

reflected in inner organs ( Anta~kara~as ) , which are products 

of ignorance ( ajnana ) , the individualized souls ( Jivah ) 
• 

appearo 

Those who support the relation as being of the pratibimba 

" . type regard that Samkara himself suggests it. The author of Ratna-

prabha argues that the WOrd I ~ I in the SUtra I AbhasayeVaCa f 

clearly points out that the intention of Sutrakara is to support 

"" . this theory of reflection. According to Dro Radhakrishnan n Samkara 

supports this view on account of its suggestive value , seeing that 

it brings out that the original reality remains untarnised by the 

impurities of the reflection. 1150 The jiva is the reflection of the 

One Reality in avidya and is not real. On the.abolition of avidy"a, 

the reflection ceases to exist and the Pure Cit only remains·o There 

are some objactions against this· theoryo For example we may cite 

the followings : 

( 1) Only .those substances which have a colour and form can be 

reflected o 

(2) If the individual is a reflect! on, then that which is ref"lected 

must be outside the reflector, and the Reality must exist beyond the 

cosmos or the sum-total of created objectso Therefore, the reflec-

tion being wholly different from the reflector , there will be no 
-identity between these two, Leo the Jiva and Brahman and this is 

also opposed to the immense view of the Brahmano 

50. Indian Philosophy, Vol. II ( D~lhi, Oxford University Press 

1989 ) p .. 607. 
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Against these objections the Advaitins would reply that in 

their philosophy 1 fit ' is not a substance since it is described 

as devoid .of all qualities and a substance cannot be admitted as 

such. However, both the Bhattas and the Advaitins accept sound 

Which emanates from the throat as a substan~e. Phonetic sound 

which comes from the throat and the palate reflects in an obstruc-

' ling medium through wave like motion and is known as the echo. It 

is nothing but the original sound superimposed on the reflecting 

medium , though appears to be distinct from the originalo There

fore, the objection that a colourless substance cannot be reflected 

at all is not based on fact. That a thing devoid of form cannot 

cast any reflection is also untenableo 

The author o.f VivaraQa tries to find a ~ay .. out of this diffi

culty in his theory of bimbapratibimbabhedavada ( non-difference 

of the original and the reflection ). He suggests that as the rays 

proceeding from the eyes being obstructed by a mirror turn back 

to the original face and make it perceptible, so is the case here 

that the reflection is the original i tselfo Moreover, when the 

actual akas'a is reflected in water, the original exists in the 

water along With the reflected akasa. Akasa is ub~quitous (bibhu), 

therefore, it cannot be said to non-exist anywhereo Vivara~a thinks 
, 

that the reflection is real but according to Suresvara, one of the 

supporters of abhasa theory holds that reflec~ion is unrealo He says 

that Brahman owing to maya appears to be the jiva-bh'ava and attains 

in bondage for getting its real nature, like that of a prince who 

. was being brouQht up among the cowboys from early childhood forgot 

that he was a prince and behaved like the cowboys. When ·:he realises 
/ . 

his real status , he restores to his natural position o Suresvara 
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, ' 

points out that Sarnkar_a himself supported this theory when he .said 

II Brahmaiva svavidyaya samsarati svavidyaya mucyateo 11 51 

Against the theory of limitation it is argued by the other 
-school that when a ji va goes to the other world on ace aunt of its 

potency of merit and demerit, the intelligence limited by it on 

the earth is not transferred there. The intelligence being differ

ent the jlva would enjoy fruits of action ( Karma ) not done.by it 

and also would not ripe the result of the actions performed by him. 

This will lead to unsatisfactory moral effect such as krtanata 
• 

( destruction of the rewards of our karma .) and akftabhyagama 

( fruits of actions not performed by the agent ) o Again, Brahman 

which is infinite and unlimited cannot be limited by anything. 

Because of the above difficulties in both the theories a group 
' , -, 

of post Sa~kara Advaitins regards that both Isvara and the sou~·are 

appearances ( abhasa ) of the Brahman on account of maya which is 

inexplicable principleo This principle of inexplicability is beyond 
, 

any explanation. Suresvara asserts that this very inexplicability 

is the character of maya or avidya - II The unique distirigy~_sh~ijg. 

definition of_avi-dya is that .it is unable to bear the impact of 

reason o1152 

, 
51o Samkarabhasya on Brhadaranyaka Upanisad , ( Anandasram • • • • 

~S-a_n_s~k-r~i~t~S~e-r~ies, Bombay, PPo 280-81} see also The Doctrine 

of Maya , (Op. Cit. ) p. 122 

52. avidyaya avidyatva idameva tu lak~apam / 

rnanaghatasahi~~utvam asadhara~ami~yate // 
- Brhadaranyaka-bhasya vartika 1/181 -· . . 
( Anandasrarn Sanskrit Series, B ornbay ) 



(b) The world is the projection of maz.a : 

Drstisrstivada considered : . . . . .. 

In Advaita philosophy the world too is the projection of maya, 

it is an appearance like ' shell-silver '• As the ' shell-silver t 

is realised as .false with the knowledge of the shell, so the world 
, . 

will be realised as such with the revelation of Brahman a Samkara 
- i 

in his commentary on GaJdapada's Mandukyakarika states it as·foll-
.• ---·-·-----------

ows II JagraddfSyan~ bhavanam vaitathyam iti pratijna ' 

' 

Dfsyatvaditi hetuQ , svapn~dfsyabhavadtti df~tanta~ / 1153 

whatever is knowable is ]unreal. The Brahman being Pure Consciousness 

is not an object of con~ciousness and being Self-luminous It is not 
I 

manifested by con~ciousness. But the objects in waking state are 

knowable in dream. Therefore, the objects in waking state are unreal 

as the dream objects are. 

A group of Advaitins does not agree even to give the world 

such a status of illusion which has some sort of indefinable exis

tenceo Praka£ananda , the author of 1 Vedanta siddhanta-muktavali 1 

declares that the world is a total fiction just like a rabit-horno 

Madhusudana Sarasvati also holds the similar view and considers 

Drstisrsti as the highest and purest doctrine of the Advaita philO-• . . . . . . 

sophyo According to the drstisrs~ivada~.illusory perception of each 
I • • • • • •• 

individual occurs for him subjectively and it has no corresponding 

objective phenomena which exist behind it ; the phenomena have no 

objective basis, but are only subjectively imaginedo This theory,· 

53· Samkarabhasya on Mandukya-Karika , ( Op. Cito ) 2.4., p.77 
• • • -------------- ----------------



therefore claims that the subjective perceptions creates the 

objects and there is no objective phenomena apart from subjective 

perceptionso D~~!is!~~ivadi regards that the~world, being, absO

lutely non-existent, is not even a false appearance of anything 

else; the Brahman is without any appearance other than itselfo 

According to the vivartavadi the world is not the parinima of 
• 

maia , but the vi varta of Brahman. The. world, for them is granted 

a status higher than an object of illusion in a recognised hierar

chy of existence. They also recognised some sort of objective 

status external to the empirical knowledge of ~n object of ordi

nary illusion like the ' rope-snake ' or ' shell-silver 'o But 

the drstisrstivadi unequivocally declares everything but the • • • • •• 
Brahman, as pure nothingo 

~ ' , . 
In this connection, the name of Ma~ga~a.Misra, a post Samkara 

Advaitin who propounded the theory of drstisrsti may be referreda 
• • • • •• 

It is said that Mandana in his early life was Mimamsaka but came . . . 
, .. 

under the spell of Samkara being defeated by him, after them he 

modified and changed his viewso In the initial statutory verse of 

' Brahmasiddhi ' , while he explains the word ' ak~ara ' , he un

reservedly e~poses the cause of sabdadvai ta which has been propoun

ded by the well-known sc~olar Bhartfhari ,a In his ' Yakyapadlya ' 

Bhartrhari elaborately explains that the world is a system of ling-
• 

uistic meaning-fictions imposed on the One Reality, the universal 
54 Logos-Consciousness o It is called as ' ak~ara ' a Ma~~a~a follow-

ing this view remarks that every day many objects used in our pattern 

54. anadinidhanam bramha sabdatatvam yada::tciaram I 
vivartate~arthabhavena prakriya jagato yataQ II 
_ Vakyapadlya - Karika - 1 ( with Bengali tro WoBo State Book 

Board , Ca;Lfutta, , 198? ) p. 1 
~~- .... \ 



of behaviour such as -positive_ and negative injunctions, the sen

tential meaning, the fire brand circle, the rabit horn and so on. 

Such objects have no other character other than linguistic ficti-

tious-ness o With the strength of these analogies Mandana regards . . . 
that the_worldly objects should also be taken as linguistic fic

tionso But in evaluating the status of maya he holds that maya 

or avidya is absolutely indescribable ( Anirvacanlya ) as it is 

neither real nor absolutely unreal ( atyantasat ) like sky-l"otus • 

If it were unreal, it can serve no practical purpose, but in fact 

it does so. Maia is. called mithyabhasa or false appearanceo 5~an-
• 

dana accepts two kinds of avidya - non-apprehension ( agrahana ) . . 
and mis-apprehension ( anyathagrahana ) o These two are known as . . 

. a 
the power of concealment and that of projectiono According to 

Mandana, jiva is the locus of avid/ao Pure Consciousness cannot . . . 
be the locus of avidya o Each individual is responsible for his 

jlvabha~ on account of avidya • Now a question may arise~how 

- -avidya resides in the jiva ? Because the jiva himself is. the pro.-

duct of avidya o Ma~ga~a replies that both the jiva and avidya 

are beginningless and both go on determining each other in a vic-
56 ious circle like the seed and planto 

55o Navidya brahmana~ svabhava~ narthantaram , natyantamasati , 
napi sati ; ebamebeyamavidya maya mi thyavabhasa i tyuchate • 

tasmadanirvacanlya I 
- Brahmasiddhi ( Edo by Mm. Prof. S. Kuppuswami Shastri, 

Madras , 1937 ) Po 9 
Anadi tvadubhayorvi·dya jl vayorvl .......... jamkurasantanayori vanetare-- '"-' 
taraGrayatva- prakaQptimahatiti ~ 

- Ibid o p.. 10 • 

• • 



Madhus~dana in his Advaitarat~araksana vehemently denies 

any pragmatic reality of the world and suggests that pragmatic 

reality is nothing but fictionality., In ·support of the fictitious 

character of the world he refers to a half verse of Gaudapada and 
• 

"' Saffikara 1 s interpretation-there on as evidence., - 11 P.rapancho ycdi 

vidyeta ni varteta na samsayah 1157 The difference between the phe-
• 

nomena and the illusory is that the former is negated by such a 

knowledge which negates all distinction , while the later is-can

celled by some knowledge which is not such • In dreaming state 

somebody may experi~nce a lucid dream such as a snake bites him, 

and may further dream that the snake was a dreaming object., Then 

when he wakes up he realises that all these are mere dream., Madhu

sudana considers that a dream affirmation and a dream negation 

belongs to the same level of existence, negation of negation does 

not indicate the affirmation. As the inclusive dream longerAthan 
a-

the included dream)..cannot confer a higher grad·e of existence and 
o-N'-cl 

reality, so the pragmative world does not claim a higher grade of 
/-

reality .. 

The Ajata vada is illustrated by Gau9apada in his karika in 

the following way ; 

11 There is neither dissolution, nor creation ; neither any 

bonded self, nor any practising saint, neither a person ~tiiving 

for salvation, nor an emancipated self - this is the essence of 

truth. 1158 Samkara in his commentary of this karik'a explains it as 

58. Na nirodho na cotpattir:Fa baddho na ca sadhakaQ I 
Na mumuksur na vai mukta ityesa parmarthata //2.,61.,32 

• • 
Ibid. p" 103 
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11 creation and dissolution can be spoken of only about something 

which exists o But the many do not exist at all, so the question 

of its creation does not arise o A rabit horn is neither created 

not destroyed., 11 He proceeds " a rope-serpent is neither created 

nor dissolved ; just as the rope-serpent the world is only a 

mental construction., 1159Most probably this explanation of Samkara 

directly inspires the theory of 'drstisrsti ' which straightly 
t I • • e I 

shows the fictitious nature of the phenomenal existence" 

The drstisrstivadi asserts that in vivartavada there is some . .. . . .. 
experience at least ·of something other than Brahman, however false 

it be, but the Drstisrstivadins do not ready to give such a status . . . . .. 
to the world., 

The extreme subjectivist~ Praka~ananda ( sixteenth century 

philosopher ) asserts a total non-existence and pure fictitious~ 
, . 

ness of the world., Perhaps he is inspired by Samkara's description 

11 Jagat tucchametat samastam tadanyat 11 ( DasaGloki verse No. 9 )~ 0 

He brings charges against the theory of vivarta that it cannot 

escape from dualism., Pure non-dual Brahman can have no false apP

eaiance, for then its purity could not have stood unaffected ., 

Avidya or maya is nothing but pure fictions and absolutely non

existent.61 The objects come· into existence when it is perceived. 

59. Ibid. , , - . 

60. Dasasloki verse Noo 9 ; See:Radicalism in Advaita Vedanta , 

6 1. 

Hemanta Kumar Ganguli ( Indian Publicity Society, Calcutt a,. 

1988 ) Po 93o 
tatha ca atmano daitadrstih kadacidapi Nastyeva (p.275) . . . . . . 

••• tadatiriktasya kathancidapi sattve advaitavyaghataprasa-

ngat 1 tasmat jagatastucchatvam srutyanumatameva 

- Vedanta-Siddhanta-Muktavali (Ibid ) PPo 273-75. Also in 
·Radicalism in Advaita Vedanta ( Op .. Cit.) p., 142., 



Cognition of objects results ohly when the willing power of maya 

screens the Brahman and projects it out of the will by the project

ing power and the objects last as long as the cognition lastso Nega

tion ( Yadha ) is not the ceassation of avidya and the world, but 

it means the realisation of absolute negation of the world through 

a correct Onderstantiing of the scriptural texts such as " Thou art 

that " or " I am Brahman." 

-/-Prakasananda proceeds through a critical review of vivartavada 

and arrives at the most cordinal point that they deny the assumption 

that the Brahman assumes a false appearance and by this they are 
is 

maintaining the purest principle of Advaita and itAthe only possible 

consistent conclusion emerged from the Oneness of Reality. 

... . , . 
But a close examination of Samkara 1 s writings shows that Sam-

kara never maintained such a solipsistic view. In .his commentary. 

under the ' Brahma-Sutras 1 Samkara severely-criticises the vi1na 

navadins view that there is no external object but the knowledge 

itself., Again in the commentary on ' Brahma-Sutras 1 (verse 2.2.31) 
, 

he dismisses the Sunyavada of Nagarjuna by sa¥,ing that a philoso-

phical doctrine which depicts the empirical world as a transitory 

show of non-substantial appearance ( Sunya ) is not even worthy of 

· it· · 62 Th d · t s' · k · t h 1 f cr 1c1sm~ e cosmos accor 1ng o am ara 1s e rea m o cause 

62., It may be noted that perhaps, depending on the popular usage , 
of the term ' Sunya 1 which means absolute unreali ty1 void or 
zero, Samkara criticises the view of Mladhyamikao But the 

Madhyamika ka.rika and other texts composed by Nagarjuna shows 
that he negates the reality of the empirical world as a stupe

ndous zero., According to him the phenomenal _existences, are , 
1 Sunya 1 in the sense that they are mutually dependent and 

relative and having no self-essence of their own (ni~svabhava ) • 
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and effect ( Karya-KaraQa-Prapanca ), though it is rooted in the 

Brahman. Among the four levels of Being - tuccha or Alika , pra

tibhasika , vyavaharika and paramarthika , the highest or the 

fourth is presupposed by the third. This presupposition is based 

upon the epistemelogical principle that every falsity presuppose5 

truth. The illusory appearance of snake as a being is false, but 

this appearance is due to the fact that has the borrowed being of 

the rope~ The world of names and forms though are self-contradic

tory and false appears as being, for the Being gleamas through the 

world. Without being shining or gleaming through the form there can

not be any perception but only imagination like the rabit-horn~ 

Therefore, the Brahman is the root of world appearance~ 

(c) The Three-tier hierarchy of existence considered : 

• • Samkara admits a three-tier-hierarchy of existence • These 

three modes of existence are - the absolute and fundamental one 

which is credited to the Brahman alone, the second is pragmatic 

or phenomenal world and the third one is illusory, these three 

grades of existences are true at the same time in their own sphere 

without contradicting the other ; but except the absolute or Para

marthika Satta which is the only real, each of these modes of exis-

tence , the conceptual notion of the later one, is sublated when 

the true knowledge of the earlier one ariseso The world, according 
, 

to Sa~kara, is not a fictiono Non-existence of the external world, 

Sa~kara says, is a prima facie impossible. The apprehens~on of the 

external world in every act of perception cannot be deniedo While 

explaining the Sutra " Vaidharmyacc a na svapnadi vat ' he endorses 

the view that the mundane level of reality cannot be linked to a 

~- .. ~ 
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63 . 
dreamo Here he is in the same platform with the realists and 

the pragmatists in admitting the existence of an external world, 

outside and independent of the subject mind and judges the vali

dity of knowledge by practical results. The world then according 
,- . 

to Samkara 11 is pervaded by Truth, and it has Truth as its sub-

stratum ; as such every experience has an element of truth in it 

and is valid in its own sphereo We have the right to transcend 

particular experiences on a different plane in th~ light of higher 

and more general experience, but not to reject a valid experience 
64 in its own sphere. 11 

It is also interesting_to note in this connection that the 

admission of two grades of reality has been shown in the Upanisads . 
where it is said : " Now the designation for him is the truth of 

trutho Verily, the vital breath is truth and He is the truth of 

that. 1165 The unreality of the world is revealed only from the 

transcendental level, as the dream world is false only when we 

justify it with our awaking state. The world is real within its 

" . frame-work o Samkara's Philosophy never gives a suicidial advice 

by giving up the life, our values o Our morality, our aspiration 

63o Brahma-Sutras 2.2o29( Op. Cit.) Po "l97 

64o Swami Mukhyananda : Acharya Samkara, an interpretation ( S~i,.. ... -~,; 
Ramkrishna Advaita Ashrama, Kalady, Ernakulam, 1987 ) Po 122. 

• • • atha nama-dheyam satyasya stayam iti. Prana vai satyam, . 
tesam e~a satyam -
- B!~ad-araQyaka Upani~ad 

( Opo Cito ) P• 194. 

.,..~c. 

- verse 2.3o6o in~Principal Upanisads 
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and achievments- all have relative or phenomenal realityo This 

worldly reality is nothing but the phenomenal on eo 11 Just as the 

physicist.' s view of matter and the nature of the physical universe 

gives, without affecting the ordinary life, a new-dimension to our 

understanding of the physical universe, by knowing the Highest 

Truth we understand the real nature of the entire phenomenal uni

verse and of ourselves on
66 

, 
Moreover, Samkara uses linguistic analysis in order to put-

forward his own view as well as to refute others. He is actually 

emphatic in respect of the empirical Pramanas like Pratyaksa , . . 
Anumana etc. All are valid in its own aspect. Perception has its 

supreme validity in knowledge through its senses.All cognitive 

acts, the means of right knowledge and the scriptural texts have 

a relative value, for they are capable of producing empirical , 

knowledgeo Other than this, the conceptual designations etco are 

the means through which one can achieve the Ultimate goal. 

, . 
Samkara says that the world is a super-imposition on Brahman 

as the snake is on the rope ~ But the illusory snake does not 

spring out of nothing. Appearance is mithya , but it cannot be 

unreal or non-existento The translation ' unreal ' for the term 

' mithya ' is not happy and right , because, such a popular trans

lation creates some misunderstandingo Depending on this translation. 
, . 

many philosophers of both East and West interpreted Samkara's 

doctrine of maya as a kind of world-negation theoryo But here an 

Advaitin would argue that the doctrine of maya as propunded by 

Samkara never way out the world into the sphere of unrealo An 

66o Acharya Shankar~: An Interpretation , ( Opo Cito ) Po 53 
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unreal cannot serve practical purpose. But a snake in the rope 

can cause fear etco Again dream causes our pleasureness or sadness. 

Some dream may be so harmful as to incapacitate the actual physical 

organs of a man. So also the world though-~ithy~ may serve all 

practical purposes. The world is mi thy~ in the sense that it cann'ot 

be categorised either as sat or asat. The world continu~s to appear 

as long as its substratum Brahman is not directly. apprehended. As 

after correction of illusion,the false silver vanishes into nothing, 
67 so the world turns into absolute naught • 

, 
In this connection we may refer that Samkara maintains a dis-

tinctive view from Gaudapada. In his Mandukya Karika Gau9apada 
. . . . 

vividly points out the similarities between the. dream world and 

the awaking state. It has been previously shown that Gaudapada . . 
was highly influenced by Buddhism. As a result we find that ha 

refutes the objectivity of worldly existence and unhesitatingly 

67. It may be noted that the absolute naughtness of the world from 
the transcendental point of view is very much like the ~unya , . 
of Nagarjunao It is true that Samkara vehemently criticised 

Nagarjunas view but here he used the term ~unya of Nagarjuna 

in its popular sense that leads him some misunderstanding of. 

Nagarjuna's philosophy. But a close study of the writings of 
both these philosophers reveals the fact that there is an 

enormous similarities between thema It has been seen -in Madhya
mika-Karika that all dharmas or world experiences are svab.k~v~ 

~unya or devoid of any self-essence. They cannot be called 
either existent nor non-existent nor both and so they are 

called indescribable o~ maya • But behind this phenomenal world 
there must be a Reality who is beyond all pluralityv It is 

indescribable, for Nagarjuna says that we cannot characterize 

it in empirical terms as being, non-being etco This no 
doctrine attitude of Nagarjuna should not be confused with 
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. 68 
declares the identity of the dream-state and the awaking state~ 

~ 

. But from the commentary of Samkara on the Brahma-Sutras (2~2.28 ) , 
,. 

it is clear that Samkara never admits the unreality of the world 

as Gaudapada suggests~ In the opinion of Samkara the world is 
I 

false., because it has no independent essence apart from Brahmano 69 

As the ' gha~a ' ( jar ) is nothing but a different form of the 

clay, similarly the world is nothing but the projection of Brahman. 

And from this standpoint any kind of effect has been given up in 
~j 

Advaita-Vedanta o 

, . 
Though in the interpretation on Mla~qukya Karika Samkara has 

made his voice in support of ajata vada but his main interest lies 
ito 

in vivartavada , where the worldAconsidered as a super-imposed 

Reality~ Now it seems that ~jata does not mean that the world 

appearance is unreal, but that it is not really originated. It 

'blank phenomenalism ' as it is wrongly uoderstoo9 1 by·s.No 

'Dasgupta in. h~s Indi~n Id~alism (Cambridge University Press, . .. . . - . . . . . , 
~~933 , p~. 79 )o The difference between Nagarjuna and Samkara, 
in our opinion , i~ only the difference of emphasis~o While 
Nagarjuna is interested to emphasize the ultimate unreality 

of all phenomena , samkara is more interested to prove the 
Ultimate Reality( Brahman)o 

68o 11 Saprayojanata tesam svapne vipratipadyate I 
Tasmadadyantavattvena mithyaiva khalu te smPtah 112.1. , . 
- Mandukya Karika ( Op .. Cito ) Po 79 

' . 
and 

Svapna-maye yatha drste gandharvvanagaram yatha I 
Tatha vi;vamidam d~~~am vedante~u vicaskanai~ II- 2131. 

- Ibid p.. lOio 

69. Samkarabhasya on Brahma-Sutras in Vedanta Dar£ana vol .. 2 
• 

( Bengali tr .. by Viswarupananda , Udbodhan Karyalaya, 2nd ed. 

1989 ) pp .. 408-434 .. 
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holds that there is no active creation or manifestation of the 

Absolute. The universe appears by the Brahman's imponderable 

power of maya • 

, 
Like a Satkaryavadl Samkara is of opinion that the mysterious 

and variegated world of our life and experience comes out from the 

Absolute Infinite, Existence-Consciasness-Bliss which is beyond 

space-time-causationG But unlike pari~amavadins , he maintains 

that this world is not evolved or produced, but seem to be so. 
, . 

And most p~obably in this sense Samkara supports Gaugapada 1 s theory 

of ajati or non-originationa We can not say that Brahman is the 

cause of the world because, this would lead to distinguish Brahman 

.from the world and Brahman would be also the subject to change. 

Brahman is both the material and efficient cause of the whole uni-

verse but this is only from the empirical point of view where Brah

man who is designated as Isvara or Mayadhita~ the possessor of the 

power of maya o Maya projects this world of plurality. But here a 

question arises : If .Brahman is One Absolute and devoid of all 
,. . 

differences how the world of plurality appears at all ? Samkara 

answers this by introduceing the concept of maya which was hidden 

in the Vedic-Upani~adic literatureo And here lies the importance 

of the doctrine of maYli G 

The world which is due to maya is beyond any categorisation 

like sat and asat and it is therefore named as indeterminable or 

- '· anirvac·aniya. o On this ground Samkara admits the theory of Sat-

karyavada- that the effect must pre-exist in the cause, but ulti

mately the effect is not something different from the cause. That 
, 

is why Samkara rejects the doctrine of transformation ( parinama-

vada ) and pleads for the doctrine of reflection ( vivartavada ). 
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~faia is otherwise known as prakfti, .Avyakta or Avidyao The 

word ' Prak~ti 1 is an adaptation from the Samkhya o It consists 

of three constituents, viz- sattva ( serenity ), rajas (activity ) 

and tamas ( inertia ). By the help of the tamas constituent, maya 

possesses the veiling or concealing power which acts as a covero 

The Real is not revealed to us because of this cover$ 70 Reality 

remains concealed to uso And owing to the projecting power (vik

sepa sakti ) we do not only fail to categorise .the Reality but we 
' 
perceive the phenomena as Realo Maya, therefore, is a ' primal 

matter ' from which all existence ariseso· This view is consistent 
, 

with the Samkhya cosmogenic idea. But the Samkhya view of Prakrti 

is distinguished from that of Advaitao In Samkhya ' Prakrti ' is . . 
called ' Pradhana ' in the sense that unlike the prakrti of Vedanta • 
it is an independent category from which the real world is evolved. 

It is not conceived as the projecting power of any conscious entity. 
, . 

But in the philosophy of Samkara the principle maya is called prak-

rti in the sense that it envelops the Reality and gives rise to the 
• , . 
projection of something other than Realityo The world for the Sam-

karite Advaita Vedanta , therefore, is an appearance, an effect of 
- - . ...,_ 

.ill~ or a]nanao 

From what has been discussed thus far in this chapter, it is 
~ 

clear that the main contention of Samkarite Advaitic philosophy is 

-to establish the Supremacy of Atman and to emphasise on the Upani-

~adic principle of absolute identity of the individualised soul 

( Jlva ) and Brahman or Atman ( Transcendental self )o The allega

tion that Sarokari te Advai ta philosophy repres~nts a drastic deni]:al 

70o Viyekacudamani , Verse No. 139 ( Op. Cit .) Po95o 
• • 
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of mundane state altogether also seems to be an improper under
,.· 

standing of Samkarite teaching. A close concentration on the 

Karika II Brahma satya .j aganmi thya ' ji va-bramhai va naparah· II -
• 

reveals the main intention of the Advaitinso According to Advaita 

Philosophy , only after the realisation of non~dual Atman ( or 

Brahman ), the nature of the world cognised would be differento 

The jlva ( individual self ) is not real as jiva as such, but as 

Atman or Brahman o When the veil of ignorance ( avidya ) is des

troyed after self-realisation, the jiva sees himself identical 

with the Transcendental Self or Brahman which includes everything 

( Sarvam khalvidam Brahma )o The world as conceived apart from 

Brahman is no longer real to an enlight~ned person ( jlvanmukta ) • 

Samkara differs from Gau~apada in this respecto For Gau9apada, 

the world is no more real than the dreaming state. Even the world 

appearance has no importance to him. That is why, he has no hesita~ 

tion to say that 1 There is neither any production, nor any destru-

cti~n, there is no bondage, no one who is striving and n~ one who 

wants to be releasedo 71 That which neither exists in the beginning, 

nor in the end, can not be entitled to exist in the present , hence 
,. . 

its appearance must be false. Samkara on the contrary admits the 

dissimilarities of .the world and the dreamo The worl~· in the 

Samkarite Advaita Vedanta is not eliminated, but only transcendedo 

The phenomenal world is only transcended by the realisation of the 

- 0 72 ~ . 1 atman-orahman identity. Samkara- philosoph_·call y thus advocates 

Vivartavada , which admits the appearance of Realityo Appearance 

becomes mithya when the Reality is realised. 

71. Mandukya K.'arika ( Op. Cito ) Po 103o . . 
72. It may be noted that Samkara ddes noj:_, ignore_; ~hange;, He:_aqmi ts 
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; . 
It is indeed true that the sole contention of Samkara 1 s 

philosophy is to e.stablish the non-duality of Absolute and to 

bring a harmony between the apparent contradictions of different 

Upani~adic statements regarding Realityo With his subtle intell-
_, . 

ectual power Samkara refutes all kinds of duality. He ·undboubt-

edly has laid more.:·stress upon monistic view of Reality and is 

not primarily interested in the status of the world. This has 

been indicated in his commentary ori Aitareya Upani~ad • He remarks 
It 
by knowing the nature of the universe ( the stories of creation 

etc.) nothing is gained spiritually ; but by realizing the Unitary, 

that is, Absolute-nature of Atman , which is the self of all, one 

attains Immort~lli ty, that is perfection and spiritual freedom · · · • 
73 , • _, 

(mukti) ." Samkara thus prescribes Sravana,Manana and Nididhyasana 

change in a particular sense. There is change in forms,but ,. 
not in substanceo The illustration given by Samkara in 

Brahma-Si:itra:-Bhasya 2a 1a 18, is read thus " Indeed Devadatta, . 
with folded hands and feet or with the same extended, does 
not become another entity only because an alternation of form 

is evidenceda He is recognised as the self-same mano" The 
different forms of the substance are indifferent from the 

substance itselfo As we mat call it a jar, or a plate, the 
clay remains the sameo Any kind of change in form does not 
mean change in substancea DoMo Datta in his article 1 Some ., . 
Realistic Aspects of the Philosophy of Samkara 1 has beauti-

fully elaborated this point. The article is included in 
Recent Indian Philosophy ( edo Kalidas Bhattacharyya, Progre

ssive Publishers, 1963 , p. 347 )o 

73o - 11 Na hi s~~~i akhyayi kadi parij~anant kimc it phalam i!lyate ; 
Aikatmya-svarupa parijnanat tu am~tattvam. phalalho 11 

One may see here Swami Mukhyananda 1 s book ' Acharya Shamkara ' 

(OpoCit.) Appendix III , Po lvo 
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for preparation of self-realization o He believes in the gradual 

spiritual upgradation of individual beings. 

But for the enlightened person who has realised that Brahman 

is the only Reality and that Jlva { individualised soul ) is 

identical with Brahman or Paramatman ( Absolute ), the world is 

false ( mithya ) and the so-called scriptural advices, i.e. 
, 
sravana, manana etco and injunctions are no more necessary for 

, 
him • In Samkara's Philosophy , these advices and injunctions 

are just like ladders which must be thrown away after the goal 

is reached. These are ordered devices ( upaya ) only to disclose 

the relative nature of the worldly existenceo Being spiritually 

disciplined by these devices, an individual being may gradually 

be purified in thinking, feeling and willingo A spiritual seeker 

is advised thus to cultivate the qualities like tranquillity, 

self control and purity under the guidance of a spiritual teacher 

" . in a prescribed mannero This shows that although Samkara's chief 

intention was to show the supremacy of Paramatman and Its non

difference with Jivitman, he was quite aware of the good qualities 

for a balanced good life in society. There are several verses in 
, . 

the Vivekacudamanih where Samkara highly speaks about the glori-. . 
74 ness of being humano But he cannot grant this worldly life any 

"" . final status. In order to achieve the goal of life, for Samkara, 

we must proceed towards, we must know , the Ultimatum ; oth.erwise 
. , 

our human life would be meaninglesso According to Samkarite Advaita 

Vedanta , Brahman is the only Heality. The world is maya , a false 

74o Vivekacudamanih J verses- 2,3,5. ( Opo Cit.) PPo 2-4. 
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appearance of the Realitya It is not non-existent, since it is 

the appearance of the RealityG It is false because it cannot be 

categorised a-~ real or unreal .. The world is a case of .superimposi

tion ( adhyasa ) where Brahman is super-imposed ( adhyasta )a The 

cognition of world is just like the illusory cognition of 1 silver 

in a piece of shell 1 or 1 a snake in a rope ' .. In the concluding 
, . 

verse of 1 Vivekacudamani~ 1 Samkara very confidently offers great 

assurance that his teaching of'Advaya-Brahma' would be a great 

source of inspiration and consolation for the worldly people suff

ering from the scorching sun-rays of threefold misery and are 

athirst for the saving waters of Truth leading to the eradication 

of all miseries and to Spiritual Liberation. 75 

75 .. Ibid , p. 369. 


